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Abstract
Contact-Aided Compliant Cellular Mechanisms (C3M) are compliant cellular
structures with integrated contact mechanisms. While extensive work has been reported
in the literature on traditional honeycombs of varying geometries under dynamic and
static loading, contact-aided compliant cellular mechanisms under quasi-static crushing
or impact have not been previously considered. This thesis addresses this void through
the optimization of a hexagonal honeycomb unit cell containing a contact mechanism.
The focus of the thesis is on the design, fabrication, and testing of C3M structures for
energy absorbing applications. The addition of contact mechanisms increases cell
performance via changing the loading path.
The honeycomb unit cell, defined by a set of variables, is analyzed using finite
element analysis. Each unit cell is subjected to an input velocity over some time. Two
optimization problems were formulated using MATLAB and finite element analysis to
find the best cells for different input velocities. The optimization problem that is
formulated maximizes the strain energy per area of a contact-aided compliant cellular
mechanism. Two- and three-variable optimization problems are considered, using
variables that define the cell geometry and the initial contact gap. It is found that with the
addition of a contact mechanism, more strain energy can be absorbed when compared to
the same cell without a contact mechanism.
The lost mold rapid infiltration forming (LM-RIF) microfabrication process is
used to fabricate C3M structures from metallic (mesoscale 316L Stainless Steel)
materials. The parts are also fabricated through laser micro-machining. Both processes
directly fabricate the structures from the use of CAD models. After the parts are
fabricated, they are tested experimentally and the results are compared.
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Nomenclature
h = length of horizontal walls
l = length of oblique walls
θ = angle between oblique wall and vertical line
t = in-plane wall thickness
d = out-of-plane wall thickness
H = overall cell height
L = overall cell length
Sc = contact surface
St = target surface
γ = contact gap
wcm = contact mechanism width
σ = maximum stress in the cell
σmax = allowable stress
E = modulus of elasticity
r = radius of fillet added to curved cell
h/lmin = lower bound for h/l for the optimization problem
h/lmax = upper bound for h/l for the optimization problem
θmin = lower bound for θ for the optimization problem
θmax = lower bound for θ for the optimization problem
γmin = lower bound for γ for the optimization problem
γmax = lower bound for γ for the optimization problem
tmin = minimum in-plane wall thickness
dmin = minimum out-of-plane wall thickness
ARmax = Maximum aspect ratio
AR = Aspect ratio
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Chapter 1: Background and Motivation
1.1

Introduction
Cellular contact-aided compliant mechanisms (C3M) are cellular structures with

integrated contact mechanisms. Compliant mechanisms are flexible mechanisms that
transfer motion, force or energy from an input to an output. Contact-aided compliant
mechanisms are mechanisms in which compliant segments come into contact with each
other during deformation thus resulting in a change of the load path. Figure 1.1 shows two
cellular arrays, one without (left) and one with (right) a contact mechanism.

Non-contact Cellular Array

Contact-aided Cellular Array

Contact Mechanism
Figure 1.1: An example of contact-aided cellular mechanism showing a contact mechanism
inside a cellular cell (right). The cellular cell without the contact mechanism is non-contact
cellular structure (left).

The goal of this research is to develop methods for design of energy absorbing
structures that utilize contact to take advantage of changing the load path. In the literature,
there is a lot of research that has been completed using cellular structures as a way to absorb
energy. This work does not use an internal contact mechanism. The use of the contact
1

mechanism causes a change in the load path. Previously, these C3M structures were
developed for quasi-static high strain applications such as a morphing aircraft skin. The
addition of the contact mechanism allowed for greater global strains when compared to the
same cell without a contact mechanism. The motivation of this research is to create
structures that can absorb more energy by combining cellular structures as a way to absorb
energy and the addition of a contact mechanism to change the load path.

1.2

Research Objectives
The objectives of this research involve the design of C3M structures for use as an

energy absorbing structure. The main research objectives are as follows:
1. Explore a range of straight walled C3M geometries and select the most promising
design.
2. Establish a methodology for calculating the energy absorbed.
3. Develop an optimization routine to obtain the best C3M unit cell dimensions for
cells that are capable of dissipating more energy when compared to cells without
a contact mechanism.
4. Design cells for fabrication using the LM-RIF micro-fabrication process.
5. Mechanically test the meso-scale C3M structures and compare with simulation
results.

1.3

Literature Review

This section presents a review of the related work in the areas of cellular structures,
contact-aided compliant mechanisms, meso-scale fabrication, and methods used for the
design and analysis of energy absorbing structures.

2

1.3.1

Cellular Structures
Nature is full of many different cellular structures including bee’s honeycomb,

trabecular bone, toucan beak, plant parenchyma, cork and wood. The most common uses of
a cellular structure include thermal insulation, buoyancy control, structural applications, and
packaging. The reason that there is a wide range of usage for cellular structures is that they
can withstand high strains when compared to bulk materials, with the ability to maintain a
lower weight. These cellular structures fall into two categories – honeycombs, which are two
dimensional, and foams, which are three dimensional [1].
For the purpose of this review, the focus will remain on the two dimensional cellular
structure, the honeycomb. Honeycomb structures are most commonly fabricated through
molding [2], extrusion and gluing [5], and brazing [4] or epoxying [6] ribbons of material
together to create the honeycombs [1]. Ribbons are either flat sheets that are expanded once
the glue dries or sheet material that has been bent into the desired shape [5,6]. Glue or epoxy
may be used to attach the ribbons to other shapes including tubing [7]. Other fabrication
approaches, although less common, include rapid prototyping [8] and laser micromachining
[9]. Due to the various fabrication methods, the list of fabrication materials is extensive.
Metals such as aluminum [3,6,7] and steel [10,11] can be
used along with plastics [8,12,13], glass [9], ceramic
[11], rubber [14], and paper [15]. Active materials such
as shape memory alloys [2] and shape memory polymers
[4] are also used. An example of a fabricated Nitinol
honeycomb structure can be seen in Figure 1.2. The
Nitinol honeycomb structure was fabricated by joining
individual corrugated Nitinol strips through a niobium-

Figure 1.2: Fabricated NiTi
Honeycomb Structure [4]

based reactive brazing technique [4].
A very common application that utilizes the honeycomb structure is the sandwich
structure. The cellular structures are the core components to the sandwich structures as seen
in Figure 1.3. The benefit of the sandwich structure is that the area moment of inertia is
increased when compared to just the honeycomb layer without increasing weight which
results in a high out-of-plane stiffness [1]. The utilization of the sandwich structure can be
3

seen in nature and in manmade items.
Both the iris leaf and the human skull use
the sandwich structure [16]. The
sandwich structure can also be found in
sports equipment [1], aerospace
applications [1], structural applications
[17], and as a morphing aircraft skin
[3,8,18,19].
When looking closer at the

Figure 1.3: Example of the sandwich structure [3]

honeycomb structure within the sandwich structure, the Poisson’s ratio describes the
behavior of the deformation of the cell. The Poisson’s ratio is the ratio of the displacement
in the loading direction to the displacement in the direction perpendicular to the loading.
Each honeycomb can be classified as a positive, negative, or zero Poisson’s ratio cell. When
the cell is stretched in one direction and contracts in the other, the cell has a positive
Poisson’s ratio. The positive Poisson’s ratio is seen in most bulk materials and in traditional
honeycombs. Figure 1.4 (left) shows a positive Poisson’s ratio cell. As the cells are stretched
vertically, they contract horizontally. As shown in Figure 1.4, the positive Poisson’s ratio
array is created by repeating hexagons. These cells are easy to fabricate by gluing or
epoxying ribbons of material together and are easy to fabricate from paper materials [15].
The positive Poisson’s ratio cells have a higher out-of-plane stiffness when compared to the
negative Poisson’s ratio honeycomb [3]. The positive Poisson’s ratio cell is useful for inplane compression, such as lightweight armor, energy absorption application and in smart
structures [4]. Other examples of positive Poisson’s ratio cellular arrays can be seen in
Figures 1.5 and 1.6

Figure 1.4: Positive (left), Negative (center), and Zero (right) Poisson’s ratio cells [8]
4

Figure 1.5: Cells designed for strain relief [1]

Figure 1.6: Diamond design [20]

When a cell is stretched in one direction and expands in the other, the cell has a
negative Poisson’s ratio. The negative Poisson’s ratio is also known as the auxetic structure
or reentrant honeycomb. Figure 1.4 (center) shows a negative Poisson’s ratio cell. As the
cells are stretched vertically, they expand horizontally. Unlike the positive Poisson’s ratio
cells, these cells are more difficult to manufacture and are commonly fabricated using
molding or extruding techniques [21]. The benefits of the negative Poisson’s ratio cells
include very large shear moduli and high out-of-plane strength along with large out-of-plane
deformations for curved sandwich structures when used as the core material [2,21]. Finite
element simulations have also shown that there is a dependence of the in-plane mechanical
properties of the auxetic honeycombs when subjected to uniaxial loading [22]. The chiral
structure, as seen in Figure 1.7, is a very common auxetic structure that has be analyzed for
high-strain applications [12] due to its high out-of-plane compressive strength and resistance
to out-of-plane shear loading [21]. Other examples of negative Poisson’s ratio cells include
the double arrowhead design for MEMs applications as shown in Figure 1.8 [9], the star
design shown in Figure 1.9 [23], and the curved auxetic cell for high strain applications,
shown in Figure 1.10 [2].

Figure 1.7: Chiral Cells [13]

Figure 1.8: MEMs application [9]
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Figure 1.9: Star design [23]

Figure 1.10: Curved Auxetic Cell [2]

When a cell is stretched in one direction and there is no change in the other, the cell
has a zero Poisson’s ratio. Figure 1.4 (right) shows a zero Poisson’s ratio. As the cells are
stretched vertically, there is no change in the horizontal direction. These cells are very
desirable in applications where one dimensional shape
change is desired such as a wing span change in a morphing
aircraft [18]. One way to achieve the zero Poisson’s
behavior is by combining the traditional, positive Poisson’s
ratio, and auxetic, negative Poisson’s ratio, cells into an
array as seen in Figure 1.11 [18]. This combination of cells
was found to have similar strain and stiffness properties of

Figure 1.11: Combination of
traditional and auxetic
honeycomb [23]

the traditional honeycomb [18]. The array can be constrained in the direction of loading and
the cellular structure stiffness remains unchanged [18].

1.3.2

Compliant Mechanisms

Compliant mechanisms are flexible mechanisms that transfer motion, force, or
energy from an input to and output. One of the benefits of compliant mechanisms is that
they can be more reliable with increase resistance to wear and tear due to the fact that they
do not have hinge joints [24]. Compliant mechanisms can achieve very high precision. One
of the weaknesses of compliant mechanisms is that they may not be able to achieve the same
range of motion as a rigid link mechanism [24]. For applications with repeat loading, fatigue
could become an issue depending on the application. By ensuring that the mechanism
remains within the elastic region, plastic deformation can be avoided even though fatigue
cannot be prevented.
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One subdivision of compliant mechanisms is contact-aided compliant mechanisms,
or CCM. CCM have compliant segments that come into contact with one another during
deformation. This contact can be used for path generation [25]. The grippers have the ability
to both grasp and pull an object as seen in Figure 1.12 [25]. Contact can also be used to
cause an abrupt change the stiffness of a mechanism as seen in Figure 1.13 [26]. The dental
floss mechanism becomes stiff to ensure that the floss is taught, but the displacement is
limited by a second contact mechanism to ensure that the floss does not break. Contact can
also reduce stress concentrations and increase the range of motion via stress relief
[11,29,30,31,32]. These CCM can also be used on the meso-scale and are called contactaided compliant cellular mechanisms or C3M. These structures have been used to achieve
higher global strains by providing stress relief when contact occurs thus keeping the material
in the elastic region [11,19,30,32]. An example a C3M structure with straight walls can be
see in Figure 1.14. Having contact occur after a certrain deformation that prevents buckling
is an expamle of how contact can increase the load bearing capacity of a mechanism [27].

Figure 1.13: Dental Floss mechanism [26]
Figure 1.12: Grippers that grasp and pull [25]

Figure 1.14: C3M devices with straight walls [11,30]
7

Contact-aided compliant mechanisms can be improved through the use of curved
walls in place of straight walls. The use of curved walls helps to reduce stress concentrations
while also making the parts easier to manufacture. The use of curved-walls in place of the
straight-walls for C3M improved the global strain of the cell [32]. The C3M structures with
curved walls are always able to achieve higher global strains when compared with the
straight-walled C3M structures [32]. An example of a curved-wall C3M structure can be seen
in Figure 1.15. Zhou et al. developed a method for increasing the performance of a
compliant mechanism by using shape synthesis of compliant mechanisms using wide curve
theory. The method was demonstrated through the optimization of a compliant gripper
shown in Figure 1.16. The use of curved walls increased the gripping force by 45% when
compared to the gripper with straight walls [33]. Although, gripper design is not a contactaided; the use of curved walls improve its performance. Xu et al. developed a process for
shape optimization of compliant mechanisms. The process represents segments of the
compliant mechanism topology as Bezier curves, and was demonstrated through the
optimization of the compliant gripper. The optimized gripper was found to have 67%
improvement over the original design, where a successful design is measured as having a
high ratio of flexibility to stiffness [34].

Figure 1.16: Straight and curved walled gripper [33]
Figure 1.15: Undeformed (left) and
deformed (right) C3M structures with
curved walls where the grey region
represents the footprint of the undeformed
cell [32]
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1.3.3

Fabrication of Meso-scale Structures

Fabrication techniques are well developed for macro- and micro-scale structures and
are actively being developed for nano-scale structures. Between the macro-scale and the
micro and nano-scales, there are meso-scale structures. These structures have footprints that
are measured in millimeters and features that are measured in microns. Microfabrication has
been used to fabricate meso-scale devices from ceramic and stainless steel for MEMs
components [35,36,37,38], micro-components including microgears and micropistons
[39,40], surgical tools [29,31], and cellular structures with various Poisson’s ratios including
the compliant testing bar shown in Figure 1.17 [9,11,41,42,43,44,45].
There are two types of fabrication techniques, top-down and bottom-up, which can
be used to fabricate free standing parts
[46]. Top-down fabrication starts with a
larger block of material and the material
is removed through conventional
machining techniques [47]. An example
of the top-down technique being utilized
is how Mount Rushmore was created.
Parts of stone were removed from the
mountain leaving just the faces behind.

Figure 1.17: Compliant testing bar [9]

With this technique, only a few parts can
be produced at a time [46]. Another major constraint is that the final parts are constrained by
the tooling sizes [48]. Bottom-up fabrication uses smaller particles or components to build a
bigger structure [47]. Bottom-up fabrication can be broken in to two categories: selfassembly [49] and directed assembly. Self-assembly involves the organization of molecules
that result in an organized structure [50]. Examples of self-assembly involve microcontact
printing [51] and microtransfer molding [52]. Directed assembly allows the fabrication of
large arrays of free standing part. Direct writing is when material is printed like a printer.
Rapid prototyping is an example of direct writing [54]. Hot-melt printing, 3D printing,
robocasting, and micropen writing are also examples of direct writing [53]. Lithography
mold-based methods are also used for directed assembly as seen using the lost mold process
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[55, 56]. Lithography mold-based methods are less expensive [57] and allow for a large
variety of materials.
Due to the fact that lithography mold-based methods are compatible with the
requirements for fabricating the C3M structures, a novel directed assembly microfabrication
technique is being developed, called the lost mold-rapid infiltration forming (LM-RIF)
process. The LM-RIF process is being developed by our collaborators on the C3M project,
Dr. James Adair and student, and is summarized here. Figure 1.18, developed by Greg
Hayes, further shows the advantages of the LM-RIF process, when compared to other
manufacturing processes [58]. The advantages of utilizing LM-RIF include the ability to
fabricate large arrays of parts, parts with high aspect ratios, parts with fine edge resolution,
3D parts, and parts out for multiple materials. As seen in Figure 1.18, all of the top-down
approaches and most of the bottom-up approaches are not feasible due to their inability to
fabricate larger arrays of part. Out of the remaining techniques, only two are capable of 3D
fabrication: the LM-RIF process and the EFAB process [59]. The EFAB process is limited
to manufacturing parts from only metals. This figure clearly shows that the LM-RIF process
is unique and very suitable for the fabrication of the C3M structures.

Figure 1.18: Comparison of Fabrication Techniques [58,63]
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The process itself consists
of four parts: mold fabrication,
formulation of the colloidal
suspension, casting, and sintering.
The mold is fabricated using UV
lithography. The layering
sequence as seen in Figure 1.19 is
followed by the exposure, baking,
and developing of the mold. Once

Figure 1.19: Mold Fabrication Layering Sequence [29]

the mold is fabricated the colloidal suspension is formulated to use in the casting stage. The
casting of the parts is done by hand using a squeegee to ensure that the molds are filled. The
final step is sintering which leaves the parts free standing and the mold is lost in the process.
More details on the LM-RIF process can be found in [31, 58, 60, 61, 62, 63].

1.3.4

Methods for the design and analysis of energy absorbing structures

Beyond the quasi-static applications mentioned thus far, cellular structures can be
used for energy absorption. Key applications include structural protection [64] and shock
mitigation [67] which are used in products such as electronic devices, helmets, and various
types of shielding. The benefit of using a cellular material over a bulk material is that the
cellular material is lightweight but still effective [65].
When reviewing related work, a focus was placed on the crushing honeycomb
structures along with other applications that utilized cellular fillers. It was found that filling
aluminum tubes with low weight filler improves crash efficiency [70]. The materials that
were used for the cellular structures include aluminum [64, 65, 70] and Nitinol shape
memory alloy [66].
There are several papers that touch on modeling of the crushing of honeycombs. The
finite element method is commonly used for modeling purposes [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,
71]. Large arrays are also used to model the crushing as seen in Figures 1.20 and 1.21 [64,
65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71]. The approach for modeling the crushing varies from impact or high
speed [64, 65, 69, 70] to quasi-static [65, 70, 71]. Some use the application of a constant
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force [64] or a displacement [71]. Sometimes voids and defects within the cellular structure
are also considered [64, 70].

Figure 1.21: FEA set-up for crushing
honeycomb using a input displacement [71]
Figure 1.20: Common simulation set-up using an
impact plate [68]

Different tubes, cylindrical and square [69], have also been used to analyze how the
honeycomb structure affects the crush resistance of tubes. The honeycomb structure is
within the tubes and then tubes are crushed axially and obliquely [69]. The cylindrical and
square tubes were crushed both with and without the honeycomb structures and the
simulation results were compared to the experimental results [69]. The honeycomb structure
has also been simulated utilizing axial crushing where the cells have non-uniform
thicknesses or irregular shapes [70].
An extensive summary of work found in the literature can be found in [65] and the
summary table can be found in Figure 1.22. Figure 1.22 summarizes several studies based
on the design and analysis of honeycomb cellular structures for both static and dynamic
loading situations [65]. Previous researchers have found that by increasing the side wall
thickness, performance of energy absorption improves [65]. For energy absorption, it was
found that an angle of about 10.5 degrees, measured from the vertical to the oblique wall,
would absorb the most energy [65]. Whereas, Atli-Veltin and Gandhi found that increasing
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the cellular honeycomb angle, the energy absorption capability increased [71]. It was also
found that shorter walls, parallel to the direction of crushing, were beneficial in increasing
the energy absorption [71]. Also, doubling the wall thickness of the top and bottom walls
was shown to increase the crushing strength1.3 times [68] but the walls should only be thick
enough to prevent buckling and no thicker [71]. It has also been found that contact between
two members in a compliant mechanism can significantly enhance the mechanism’s
deformation and it has been hypothesized that contact-aided compliant mechanisms have the
potential to exhibit a wide range of complex prescribed deformation and energy storage
characteristics [72].

Figure 1.22: Previous research in the design and analysis of honeycomb structures [65]
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1.4

Thesis Outline
The focus of this research is an investigation of high strain C3M unit cells with

curved cell walls. In this thesis, Chapter 2 presents the C3M design and the methods used for
analysis. Specifically, the geometry of the cells will be defined. Finite element analysis of
the C3M unit cells will be described. Using finite element analysis, the C3M unit cells will
be characterized in terms of their defining variables, and the best fillet size will be
determined. Finally, a methodology will be developed to determine the energy of the
contact-aided cells.
Chapter 3 will present the predicted results obtained through finite element analysis.
First, the bounds for the optimization problems will be determined. The FEA optimization
results will be presented and compared. Finally, the ideal C3M structure for each input
velocity will be presented when constrained and not constrained by the manufacturing
process.
In Chapter 4, the meso-scale curved C3M parts will be presented. The designs to be
fabricated will be presented. The mask layout for fabrication will be presented, as well as
photographs of the fabrication process and final parts. The test rig will be described and the
experimental procedure will be presented. Predicted and experimental data will be shown
and compared for the different types of cells.
Chapter 5 presents a summary of the work as well as major conclusions drawn. It
also presents contributions of the research, and states potential future work.
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Chapter 2: Modeling of Cells and Optimization Problem Formulation
This chapter details the process of selecting and modeling the cellular structure. It
describes the unit cell geometry as well as the finite element analysis used to calculate strain
energy in the cell. The variables that define the unit cell that are presented followed by the
constraints imposed using the finite element code. Two optimization problems are then
formulated to determine the best C3M structure.

2.1

Unit Cell

The unit cell is the most basic unit of any cellular structure and is repeated in an
array to create a cellular structure [16]. The goal of this research is to design a unit cell that
has the ability to absorb maximum strain energy. Each of the designs is based on a
traditional cellular honeycomb with a non-dimensional base length of 1, and an overall
height of 1, shown in Figure 2.1. The honeycomb design was selected because it is the
cellular structure that is most often used as an energy absorbing structure. The honeycomb
cell also allows for easy integration of a contact mechanism. Curved-wall designs are also
important to consider. As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are many benefits to curved
structures such as improved performance including stress relief and ease of manufacturing.
The basis for the curved wall designs, along with a corresponding straight walled skeleton
(shown as dotted lines), is shown in Figure 2.2. The curved hexagonal cells are created by
adding fillets to the corners of the traditional positive Poisson’s ratio honeycomb. The size
of the fillet will be determined later as part of the optimization procedure.

Figure 2.1: Traditional honeycomb cell used as a
baseline for all designs [32]

Figure 2.2: Curved honeycomb cell used as a
baseline for curved-wall designs [32]
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2.2

Modeling the Unit Cell

2.2.1

Straight-wall Cell Geometry
The proposed straight-walled C3M unit cell and the variables that define its geometry

are shown in Figure 2.3. Here, h is the length of the horizontal members in the cell, l is the
length of the oblique walls, and θ is the angle measured from a vertical line to the oblique
wall (positive when clockwise). The width of the contact mechanism is defined as wcm. The
in-plane cell wall thickness is defined by t and the out-of-plane wall depth is defined by d. In
Figure 2.3, Sc and St are the contact surface and target surface of the contact mechanism,
respectively. As the cell is compressed in the horizontal direction, these two surfaces will
come into contact, resulting in a change in the loading path. The initial distance between Sc
and St is defined as the contact gap, represented by γ. The key variables used to define the
cell geometry are h, l, θ, and γ.

Figure 2.3: Geometry defining the straight-walled contact-aided unit cells

The overall height and width of the cell are referred to as H and L respectively, both
of which are functions of h, l and θ. The variables H and L can be calculated using
Equations 2.1 and 2.2.
( 2.1 )
( 2.2 )
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2.2.2

Curved-wall Cell Geometry

The proposed curved-walled geometry is based off of that of the straight-walled cell
and can be seen in Figure 2.4. The only difference is that fillets are applied at the six corners
of the honeycomb. It was shown in [32] that cells with curved-walls sometimes perform
better and are easier to manufacture than those with straight-walls. It was found that as the
magnitude of the fillet increased, the performance of the cell, with respect to global strain,
increased [32].

Figure 2.4: Geometry defining the curved-walled contact-aided unit cells

The radius of the fillet is calculated using Equation 2.3. The calculated radius is the
maximum radius that is possible in each unit cell. The maximum radius was chosen to ease
the manufacturing process along with creating a cell that looks most like the one in Figure
2.4. If the radius was smaller, the cell would look very similar to the straight-walled cell.

( 2.3 )

2.2.3

Finite Element Analysis

Finite element analysis was used to model and analyze the unit cells. ANSYS was
used as the finite element solver, and the cells walls were modeled using beam elements
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(BEAM 23), where the element edge length is equal to 0.1 mm. This means that if h was 0.4
mm and there would be 4 elements along the bottom of the cell. As the cell increases in size,
the number of elements also increases. Contact was modeled using CONTA172 for the
contact surface Sc and TARGE169 for the target surface St. To account for the likelihood
that the materials will experience deformation beyond the linear elastic range, a nonlinear
material model (KINH) is used as the material model. The stress-strain data for the material
of interest is input by the designer.
Finite element analysis was used to model and analyze the unit cells as using the
boundary conditions shown in Figure 2.5. The cells are constrained in a way that represents
the boundaries imposed if the unit cell were part of an infinite 2D cellular sheet. The nodes
on the entire bottom edge of the cell are permitted to displace only in the X-direction, i.e.,
there is no Y-displacement and no rotation. The nodes on the entire top edge of the cell are
constrained to have the same Y-displacement, and are fixed in rotation, as indicated by the
plus signs in Figure 2.5. The right side of the cell is subjected to an input velocity, V, in the
negative X-direction, and the left most node of the cell is fixed in the X- and Y-directions.

Figure 2.5: Boundary Conditions Applied Using FEA

Using the defined constraints, ANSYS is used to calculate the strain energy for any
given cell geometry and input velocity. The total strain energy is determined by summing
the element strain energies within the cellular structure when the simulation is complete and
the cell has reached its final deformed shape, i.e. when the prescribed input displacement
over the prescribed time is reached. Transient FE analysis was used for all simulations. A
large deformation analysis was performed.
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It is important to look into the stresses seen in the cell. Previous work was done on
the analysis for the appropriate stress to use for quasi-static simulations [11]. In the previous
work, auxetic cells were analyzed as seen in Figure 2.6. The cells were stretched quasistatically as seen by the blue arrows on the right-hand side. In auxetic cells, the oblique
walls experience compressive axial stress while the contact mechanism experiences tensile
stress. Several engineering materials including alloys, ceramics, and some polymers fail at a
critical tensile stress. For other materials such as ductile polymers, von Mises stress governs
the material failure. Because in the current work, we are using a traditional honeycomb and
compressing the cell, the oblique walls will experience compressive axial stress while the
contact mechanism will experience tensile stress. In the present analysis, it is assumed that
the material failure is due to a normal stress.

Figure 2.6: Cellular structure and boundary conditions applied for FE simulation [11]

The BEAM23 elements have 15 nodes that can be used to extract stress data from.
Two-parameter variation studies were performed to help determine which node to use. The
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nodes in the center along the length of the beam do not experience any bending and
experience only axial stress. One of these nodes is indicated by the triangle in Figure 2.7.
The elements along the edges of the beam experience both axial and bending stresses. These
nodes are indicated by the square and the circle in Figure 2.7. The parameters that were
varied were h/l and θ. In the first study, θ was held constant at 30° and h/l was varied from
0.5 to 1.5 in increments of 0.05. In the next study, h/l was held constant at 1.0 and θ was
varied between 5° and 80° in increments of 5°. For each set of parameters, the input velocity
was varied from 0.025 mm/s to 0.125 mm/s in increments of 0.0125 mm/s using the
boundary conditions shown in Figure 2.5. The stresses of the three nodes were normalized to
the stress limit, σmax. Figure 2.8 shows the case where h/l is equal to 0.5 and θ is equal to
30°. The shapes in Figure 2.8 correspond to the node locations found in Figure 2.7. When
the other cases were analyzed, the results were all very similar. The maximum stress was
always located at the first node which is indicated by the square; therefore the stress at this
node was used to define σ in the optimization problem. The stress plots for each node
location from ANSYS are shown in Appendix A.

Figure 2.7: Location of Beam Element Nodes Used for Parameter Variation Study
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Figure 2.8: Normalized Stress at Different Integration Points

To validate the strain energy, E, results from ANSYS, several simulations were run.
When within the elastic limit of a material, the energy in the cell is the same as the area
under the force-deflection curve. When moving into the plastic region, the value of the
energy of the cell will be larger than the area under the force-deflection curve due to plastic
deformation. Four different cases were run comparing a contact-aided cell to a non-contact
cell. For all cases, the l was set to 4 mm, h was set to 4.4 mm and θ was set to 60°. The input
velocity was varied to control the maximum stress in the cell but was always applied over a
time of 2 seconds. The contact gap was also varied to ensure that contact would occur. To
calculate the area under the curve, the trapezoidal rule was utilized. For the first set, the cell
was kept within the elastic limit of the material model. The input velocity was chosen to be
0.005 mm/s. For the non-contact cell, the ratio of the strain energy, E, calculated by ANSYS
to the area under the curve is 1.00078. For the contact-aided cell, with a contact gap of 15
microns, the ratio of the strain energy, E, to the area under the curve is also 1.00078. For the
next set, the cells maximum stress was over the elastic limit of the cell. To achieve this, the
input velocity was chose to be 0.025 mm/s. For the non-contact cell, the ratio of the strain
energy, E, calculated by ANSYS to the area under the curve is 1.00087. For the contactaided cell, with a contact gap of 80 microns, the ratio of the strain energy, E, to the area
under the curve is 1.00114. As expected, when moving into the plastic region, the cell has a
higher energy when compared to the area under the curve.
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2.3

Optimization Problem Formulation

2.3.1

Two-Variable Optimization
In order to determine the best possible C3M unit cell geometry for a given scenario,

an optimization problem was formulated. First, two design variables are considered, h/l and
θ, and the initial contact gap, γ, is held constant. The non-dimensional parameter h/l is used
while l is held constant. The variable σ is the maximum stress found in any given cell. The
variables h/lmin and h/lmax are the lower and upper bounds for the non-dimensional
paramenter h/l. The variables θmin and θmax are the lower and upper bounds for the angle θ.
The maximum allowable stress, σmax, is determined by the user based on the material used.
The values of these variables, h/lmin, h/lmax, θmin, θmax, σmax, will be determined in Chapter 3.
For the two-variable optimization problem, the problem formulation is shown in
Equation 2.4. The objective function is formulated to maximize the strain energy of the cell
per area. The area is defined as the effective rectangular area occupied by the cell, or (H*L),
where H and L are found from Equations 2.1 and 2.2. The solution to this optimization
problem will have a maximum value of E/(H*L) for the prescribed input velocity. E/(H*L)
was chosen as the objective function in an effort to find the smallest cellular structure that
could absorb the most energy. This could be important in applications where the space for
the energy-absorbing cellular structure is limited.

Minimize:

-E/(H*L)

(2.4)

Subject to:

h/lmin ≤ h/l ≤ h/lmax
θmin ≤ θ ≤ θmax
σ ≤ σmax

Variables:

h/l, θ

The optimization was performed using the fmincon function in the Optimization
Toolbox in MATLAB. Fmincon is a gradient-based solver, which is ideal for problems
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whose derivatives cannot be calculated explicitly. Within the optimizer, the finite element
based solver is called to calculate the sum of the element strain energies, E. Figure 2.9
shows the optimization algorithm. By using a large number of different starting points, and
selecting the solution with the best objective function, it is likely that a global optimum is
found. Convergence is obtained using a tolerance of 0.001 on the objective in Equation 2.4.
All computer codes can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 2.9: Optimization Algorithm

2.3.2

Three-Variable Optimization
To fully exploit the benefit of the contact mechanism, the contact gap, γ, is added as

a variable in the optimization problem. The variable γmin and γmax represent the lower and
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upper bounds imposed on the contact gap, γ, and will be determined in Chapter 3. The threevariable optimization problem can be seen in Equation 2.5

Minimize:

-E/(H*L)

(2.5)

Subject to:

h/lmin ≤ h/l ≤ h/lmax
θmin ≤ θ ≤ θmax
γmin ≤ γ ≤ γmax
σ ≤ σmax

Variables:

h/l, θ, γ

The same optimization problem solution algorithm is used for the three-variable
optimization problem. The upper and lower limits on the geometric variables can be adjusted
by the designer based on the intended manufacturing process.

2.4

Summary
This chapter has described the modeling of the C3M structure and the formulation of

the optimization problem. It first introduced the straight-walled unit cells and showed the
process by which the curved-walled cell was created. It showed the geometry of the unit
cells as well as the modeling of the unit cell using finite element analysis. The designs were
then used to implement an optimization procedure in order to determine the best possible
C3M structure. The objective function was shown, along with the variables to be optimized.
The optimization algorithm was presented. The results from both cell types and optimization
problems will be presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3: Optimization Results
This chapter presents the results from the optimization problems presented in
Chapter 2. It explains what bounds were selected for the optimization problem and why they
were chosen. The results are then presented and compared.
3.1

Selection of Bounds for Honeycomb Cells

In order to run the optimization problem described in Section 2.3, the upper and
lower limits on the design variables need to be determined. Some limits are determined by
the manufacturing constraints others are determined by the design.

3.1.1

Cell Geometry and Stress Limit
The variables that govern the cell geometry are h/l, θ, and γ. Figure 3.1 is reproduced

from Chapter 2 to show the cell’s defining variables. Table 3.1 shows the limits selected for
various design variables. In all of the optimization problems, l is held constant at 4 mm to
ensure that the cell is large enough to fabricate. The upper limit on h/l is based on previous
work on designing C3M with curved-walls [73], where it was found that cells with h/l larger
than 1.5 became difficult to manufacture. The limits on θ were selected to ensure that the
cell maintains the traditional honeycomb shape while keeping the cell tall enough to include
the internal contact mechanism. When θ becomes less than zero, the cell becomes auxetic
and behaves like a negative Poisson’s ratio cell. When θ becomes greater than 80°, the cell
is too short to include the contact mechanism.
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Figure 3.1: Geometry defining the straight-walled contact-aided unit cells
Table 3.1: Limits selected for various design variables
Variable
Value
1.5

0.08 mm
0.25 mm
832 MPa
The contact gap, γ, has a lower limit of 80 microns because this is the expected
minimum that can be reliably manufactured using a meso-scale fabrication process currently
being developed as part of this project [31, 63]. The upper limit was selected because it was
found that beyond a contact gap of about 240 microns, the contact mechanism no longer
benefited the cell. These limits can be adjusted by the designer based on the intended
manufacturing process.
The optimization problem also requires that the user inputs a maximum allowable
stress for the cell to limit the deformation of the cell. The stress limit, σmax, was selected to
so that the maximum element axial stress is within the non-linear elastic region but will not
experience failure; it can be thought of as the product of a scaling factor and the yield stress
of the material. Meso-scale stainless steel will be used for the fabrication of these C3M parts.
The complete stress-strain behavior of the meso-scale stainless steel is not yet known, but it
is known that the initial modulus is approximately 200 GPa [61,62]. A material model for
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0.62% stainless steel alloy was selected that has a very similar initial modulus [74]. Figure
3.2 shows the stress-strain curve that was utilized for the design of these C3M structures.
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Figure 3.2: Stress-strain Curve Utilized for Design

The other bound that needs to be determined is h/lmin. In order to determine this
lower limit, the contact mechanism geometry needs to be analyzed.

3.1.2

Contact Mechanism Width

A number of FEA on honeycomb cells were performed to determine the effect of the
contact mechanism width. Several values of h/l were used while γ was set to 0.08 mm, and
the input velocity, V, was set at 0.1 mm/s. The cell angle, θ, was varied along with the width
of the contact mechanism, wcm, as a percentage of h. θ was varied between 20° and 35°
while wcm was varied between 30% and 90% of h. Figure 3.3 shows the case where h/l is set
to 1.2. As shown in Figure 3.3, as the cell angle increases, the objective function is higher
for smaller contact mechanism widths. For a θ of 20°, contact just occurs for the given input.
As the angle increase, contact occurs sooner and improves the objective function. The
smaller contact mechanism widths see more deformation within the contact mechanism,
whereas the larger widths result in more deformation within the cell.
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Figure 3.3: Objective Function E/(H*L) as a Function of wcm and θ

To confirm that the objective function is always better for smaller widths, θ was held
constant at 35° and h/l was varied from 1.0 to 1.5. Again, wcm was varied between 30% and
90% of h. As shown in Figure 3.4, as h/l decreases, the objective function is higher for
smaller contact mechanism widths. Both figures show that the ideal contact mechanism has
a smaller width.
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Figure 3.4: Objective Function E/(H*L) as a Function of wcm and h/l

The other constraint that affects the contact mechanism is implied by the
manufacturing process. To ensure that the parts are manufacturable, the overall contact
mechanism width needed to be determined. Figure 3.5 shows the key dimensions of the
contact mechanism. Length A is set to 0.2 mm while dimension B is set to 0.51 mm. A is
chosen so that there will be a sufficient gap for reliable manufacturing. The overlap,
dimension B, is chosen so the contact mechanism will be large enough to support the
deformation of the cell without failure. The overall contact mechanism width is calculated
using Equation 3.1.

(3.1)
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Figure 3.5: Dimensions Used to Determine wcm

Based on the above dimensions, the lower bound for h/l was determined to be 0.65.
This value was calculated assuming t to be 0.3 mm, a manufacturable thickness, and that the
contact mechanism would be no larger than 93% of the base, to ensure enough space
between the contact mechanism and the oblique wall. The contact mechanism width, wcm,
will then always be fixed at 2.42 mm. As shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, as wcm, as a
percentage of h, decreases, the objective function improves. So as h/l increases, the contact
mechanism will become a smaller percentage of h and performance will improve. A second
lower bound was set to 0.08 for parts that are not constrained by the manufacturing process
to ensure that if a tall and slim cell is optimum, the cell would be a possible solution. For
this lower bound, it is assumed that wcm will always be 30% of h because that is where the
objective function is maximum according to the results shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1.3

Other User Defined Variables

Because the optimization problem allows a user to vary parameters, the limits for the
cells can vary greatly. In this study the wall thickness, t, the wall depth, w, and the length of
the oblique walls, l, are all held constant as shown in Table 3.2. The wall thickness, t, was
chosen because the manufacturable range for the in-plane thickness is from 200 to 500
microns [63]. The wall depth, d, was chosen because the manufacturable range for the outof-plane thickness range is from 300 to 500 microns [63]. When contact gap, γ, is held
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constant, it is held constant at 90 microns. By choosing a contact gap of 90 microns, contact
will always occur for the cell geometries considered. The input velocity is varied by
changing the applied input displacement over a time of 2 seconds. The input velocities were
increased to a point where the FE analysis would no longer converge.

Table 3.2: User Defined Variables and Chosen Values
Variable

Input Value

l

4 mm

t

300 microns

d

400 microns

V

0.025 to 0.175 mm/s

Due to the possibility of finding local minima, several different starting points were
chosen. For the runs considering the constrained contact mechanism width, 162 starting
points were utilized. The starting values for h/l ranged from 0.65 to 1.5 in increments of
0.05. The starting values for θ ranged from 0° to 80° in increments of 10°. For the problems
where the contact mechanism width was unconstrained by the manufacturing process, 73
different starting points were selected. The starting values for h/l ranged from 0.08 to 1.5 in
increments of 0.02. The starting values for θ ranged from 0° to 80° in increments of 10°.
Figure 3.6 shows the convergence history for one of the runs completed. The values are
normalized with respect to the starting point for each value. E increases, and at a faster rate,
when compared to (H*L) which decreases. This combination results in a rapid increase in
E/(H*L) over the convergence history.
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Figure 3.6: Normalized Convergence History

3.2

Constrained Versus Unconstrained by the Manufacturing Process Results

For the two-variable optimization problem, two different problems were considered.
The first run was where the contact mechanism geometry was constrained by the
manufacturing process. The second run was completed where the contact mechanism
geometry was not constrained. The optimization algorithm has been run for the range of
starting points over the range of input velocities. For all figures in Section 3.2, the results,
where the contact mechanism geometry is constrained by the manufacturing process, are
indicated by the red squares. The results, where the contact mechanism geometry is not
constrained by the manufacturing process, are indicated by the blue diamonds. Each point on
the plot represents the optimal design for that particular input velocity.

3.2.1

Straight-walled Two-variable

For the constrained contact mechanism width designs, the optimum cell wall angle is
always approximately 80°, as shown in Figure 3.7. As the input velocity increases, the
optimal h/l changes very little until a velocity of 0.1 mm/s, as shown in Figure 3.8. The large
change in h/l is attributed to the values selected for the stress limit. If the stress limit is
increased, the optimal value of h/l stays at the lower limit, and if the stress limit is
decreased, the optimal value of h/l approaches the upper limit. Figure 3.9 shows that the
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maximum stress in the optimal cell tends to increase with an increase in input velocity. It
was also observed that the maximum elemental strain energy in the cells is located in the
contact mechanism for all cases. The optimal objective function values are shown in Figure
3.10. The optimal cell geometries as a function of input velocity can be seen in Table 3.3.
For the unconstrained contact mechanism width designs, the results show that as the
input velocity increases, the optimum cell wall angle, θ, decreases as shown in Figure 3.7.
As the input velocity increases, the optimal h/l changes very little until a velocity of 0.1375
mm/s as shown in Figure 3.8. Again, the jump in h/l is attributed to the values selected for
the stress limit. Figure 3.9 shows that the maximum stress in the optimal cell increases with
an increase in input velocity. By comparing the blue diamonds in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, it can
be seen that the designs in which the maximum stress is at or near the limit correspond to
those with h/l near the upper limit. It was also observed that the maximum element strain
energy in the cells is located in the contact mechanism for the cells with a small h/l value,
while the maximum strain energy is located at the corners where the side tabs meet the
honeycomb for cells with large h/l values. This large change in h/l results in a large change
in E/(H*L) because as h/l increases, (H*L) increases. The optimal objective function values
can be seen in Figure 3.10. The optimal cell geometries as a function of input velocity can
be seen in Table 3.4. As the stress in the cell increases with increasing input velocity, the
cell transitions from nearly a diamond shape to a honeycomb shape. The transition to a
honeycomb shape is achieved by an increasing h/l and decreasing θ. As reported in [75], the
hexagon shape and the triangle shape have approximately the same energy absorption per
unit mass. The nearly diamond shape that is the optimized design presented here can be
thought of as simply two triangles once contact occurs.
The comparison of the straight-walled two-variable results is important. Figure 3.8
shows that for h/l, most of the results jump between the two bounds set for the optimization
problem. For most input velocities, the maximum stress is very similar. The constrained
contact mechanism width designs have a lower E/(H*L) compared to the unconstrained
contact mechanism width designs as shown in Figure 3.10. This is a result of the constraint
on the width of the contact mechanism. The designs that are unconstrained by the
manufacturing process have a contact mechanism that is always 30% of h, whereas the
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designs that are constrained by the contact mechanism have a contact mechanism that ranges
between 40% and 93% of h.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of θ for the Straight-walled Two-variable Optimization as Input Velocity
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Table 3.3: Cell Geometry is Diamond Shaped and h Varies for Straight-walled Two-variable
Optimization Constrained by the Manufacturing Process
Input Velocity
Cell Shape
(mm/s)
--------- 4mm
0.025 – 0.1
0.1125
0.125-0.1625

Table 3.4: Cell Geometry Changes from a Diamond Shape to a Traditional Honeycomb with
Increasing Input Velocity for Straight-walled Two-variable Optimization Unconstrained by
the Manufacturing Process
Input
Input
Cell Shape
Cell Shape
Velocity
Velocity
--------- 4 mm
--------- 4 mm
(mm/s)
(mm/s)
0.025

0.1

0.0375

0.1125

0.05

0.125

0.0625

0.1375

0.075

0.15

0.0875

0.1625
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A benefit of employing the contact mechanism can be illustrated by considering, for
example, the solution for the input velocity of 0.15 mm/s and comparing the optimized
contact-aided cell and the same cell without a contact mechanism. The contact-aided cell has
a E/(H*L) of 0.02176 J/mm2 and the cell without a contact mechanism has a E/(H*L) of
0.01354 J/mm2. Both cells have the same H*L value although the contact-aided cell also has
slightly more material than the non-contact cell. This shows that the use of contact improves
the strain energy absorption of the structure by changing the load path of the cellular
structure. For other cell geometries, an improvement is always seen with the addition of a
contact mechanism as long as contact occurs.

3.2.2

Straight-walled Three-variable
The optimization problem was expanded to include the contact gap, γ, as a variable.

Again, the results where the contact mechanism geometry is constrained by the
manufacturing process are indicated by the red squares. The results where the contact
mechanism geometry is not constrained by the manufacturing process are indicated by the
blue diamonds. For the constrained contact mechanism width designs the optimum cell wall
angle is always approximately 80°, as shown in Figure 3.11. The optimal h/l does not
change much until larger velocities, where is tends to increase rapidly, as shown in Figure
3.12. The optimal contact gap varies greatly with an increase in velocity, shown in Figure
3.13. Figure 3.14 shows that as the velocity increases, the maximum stress in the cell also
increases. The objective function values can be seen in Figure 3.15. Table 3.5 shows how
the optimal cell geometry changes as the input velocity increases. The cells here are wide
and short due to the constraint on the contact mechanism width.
For the unconstrained contact mechanism width designs, the results show that as the
input velocity increases, the angle, θ, decreases as shown in Figure 3.11. The optimal h/l
does not change much as shown in Figure 3.12. The optimal contact gap varies greatly with
an increase in velocity, shown in Figure 3.13. Most of the optimum contact gaps are found
to be between 0.08 and 0.11 mm. When the contact gap increases, so does the maximum
stress in the cell, while the smaller contact gaps limit the maximum stress in the cell. For the
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larger input velocities, the maximum stress is closer to the limit no matter what the contact
gap is as shown in Figure 3.14. The objective function values can be seen in Figure 3.15.
Table 3.6 shows how the optimal cell geometry changes as the input velocity increases. As
the stress in the cell increases with increasing input velocity, the cell transitions from a
diamond shape to a honeycomb shape. The transition to a honeycomb shape is achieved by
an increasing h/l and decreasing θ and a large variation in the contact gap, γ.
The comparison of the straight-walled three-variable results is important. For most
input velocities, the maximum stress if very similar. As shown in the two-variable problem,
the constrained contact mechanism width designs have a lower E/(H*L) compared to the
unconstrained contact mechanism width designs as shown in Figure 3.15. Again, this is a
result of the constraint on the width of the contact mechanism. The designs that are
unconstrained by the manufacturing process always have a contact mechanism that is always
30% of h, whereas the designs that are constrained by the contact mechanism have a contact
mechanism that ranges between 43% and 93% of h.
There is benefit found by employing γ as a variable. For some input velocities, the
addition of γ does nothing. For the straight-walled cells where wcm is constrained by the
manufacturing process, at input velocities of 0.025 mm/s and 0.15 mm/s the objective
function is very similar. For other input velocities, such as 0.0125 mm/s the difference is
very large. For the three-variable design, the objective function is 0.14216 J/mm2; whereas
for the two-variable design, the objective function is 0.07669 J/mm2. Now looking at the
results that where the contact mechanism is not constrained by the manufacturing process,
the addition of the γ again provides benefit to some input velocities and not others. For input
velocities of 0.05 mm/s and 0.1375 mm/s the objective function is similar. However, a much
larger improvement can be seen at an input velocity of 0.15 mm/s where for the threevariable design, the objective function has a value of 0.27363 J/mm2 and for the twovariable design, the objective function has a value of 0.02176 J/mm2. The addition of γ as a
variable can improve the objective function.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of h/l for the Straight-walled Three-variable Optimization as Input Velocity
Increases
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Table 3.5: Cell Geometry is Diamond Shaped and h Varies for Straight-walled Threevariable Optimization Constrained by the Manufacturing Process
Input Velocity
Cell Shape
(mm/s)
--------- 4mm
0.025 – 0.1, 0.125
0.1125
0.1375-0.1625
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Table 3.6: Cell Geometry Changes from a Diamond Shape to a More of a Traditional
Honeycomb with Increasing Input Velocity for Straight-walled Three-variable Optimization
Unconstrained by the Manufacturing Process
Input
Input
Cell Shape
Cell Shape
Velocity
Velocity
--------- 4mm
--------- 4mm
(mm/s)
(mm/s)

3.2.3

0.025

0.1

0.0375

0.1125

0.05

0.125

0.0625

0.1375

0.075

0.15

0.0875

0.1625

Curved-walled Two-variable

As discussed in Section 1.3.2, curved-walled cells are easier to manufacture using
the LM-RIF process; therefore, two different problems were considered for the two-variable
optimization problem. The first run was where the contact mechanism width was
constrained by the manufacturing process, indicated by the red squares. The second run was
completed where the contact mechanism width was not constrained, indicated by the blue
diamonds.
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For the constrained contact mechanism width designs, the optimum cell wall angle is
always approximately 80° as shown in Figure 3.16. As the input velocity increases, the
optimal h/l changes very little, as shown in Figure 3.17. Figure 3.18 shows that the
maximum stress is always close to the stress limit. The optimal objective function values can
be seen in Figure 3.19. The optimal cell geometries as a function of input velocity can be
seen in Table 3.7. The diamond shaped cells shown for the input velocities show almost no
curvature in the walls. This is because h is so small and θ is so large. As h increases and θ
decreases, the curvature increases. To understand how h/l and θ affect the radius of the fillet,
a parameter variation study was performed. Figure 3.20 shows the resulting radius of the
fillet for three different values of h/l as θ ranges from 10° to 80°. The figure illustrates how
the shape of the cell changes as both h/l and θ change. It shows that when h/l is small,
independent of θ, the radius of the fillet is very small. As h/l increase, θ has a larger effect
on the resulting fillet.
For the unconstrained contact mechanism width designs, the optimum cell wall angle
is decreases with increasing input velocity as shown in Figure 3.16. As the input velocity
increases, the optimal h/l jumps between the two limits, as shown in Figure 3.17. Figure
3.18 shows that the maximum stress increases with an increase in input velocity. The
optimal objective function values, which increase with an increase in input velocity, can be
seen in Figure 3.19. The optimal cell geometries as a function of input velocity can be seen
in Table 3.8. For the results presented thus far, this is the first time that the results do not
show a gradual transition. The large changes in h/l cause this lack of a gradual transition.
The comparison of the curved-walled two-variable results is important. Figure 3.16
shows the comparison of θ between the results constrained by the manufacturing process,
indicated by the red squares, and those not constrained by the manufacturing process,
indicated by the blue diamonds. Figure 3.17 shows the comparison of h/l between the results
constrained by the manufacturing process and those not constrained by the manufacturing
process. Most of the results jump between the two bounds set for the optimization problem
for the unconstrained problem and remain at the lower limit for the constrained problem.
Figure 3.18 shows the comparison of the maximum stress for the two optimization
problems. For most input velocities, the maximum stress is lower for the unconstrained
cells. Because the cells are not at the stress limit set, the constrained contact mechanism
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width designs have a higher E/(H*L) compared to the unconstrained contact mechanism
width designs as shown in Figure 3.19. For the curved-walled problem, the constrained
results have a better objective function.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of h/l for the Curved-walled Two-variable Optimization as Input Velocity
Increases
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Table 3.7: Cell Geometry Barely Changes Shape with Increasing Input Velocity for Curvedwalled Two-variable Optimization Constrained by the Manufacturing Process
Input Velocity
Cell Shape
Input Velocity
Cell Shape
(mm/s)
--------- 4mm
(mm/s)
--------- 4mm
0.025 – 0.0375,
0.0625,
0.05, 0.075
0.0875-0.125

1.6
1.4

Radius of Fillet (mm)

1.2
1
h/l = 0.65
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Figure 3.20: Radii of Different Fillets for Varying h/l and θ Values Shows that with Increasing h/l
and Decreasing θ the Radius Increases
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Table 3.8: Cell Geometry Varies in Shape with Increasing Input Velocity for Curved-walled
Two-variable Optimization Unconstrained by the Manufacturing Process
Input
Cell Shape
Velocity
--------- 4mm
(mm/s)
0.025

0.0375

0.05

0.0625

0.075

0.0875

0.1

0.1125

0.125
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3.2.4

Curved-walled Three-variable

For the curved-walled cell, a parameter variation study was performed to see if the
addition of the contact gap was beneficial. The cells that were analyzed were cells that look
similar to the cell outlined in orange in Figure 3.20. This provided a radius in the middle of
the range of possible radii for this particular cell. The angle was either 40° or 50° and h/l
was either 0.9 or 1.0. The cells had an input velocity of 0.075 mm/s over a time of two
seconds. The contact gap was varied between 0.08 mm and 0.25 mm. Figure 3.22 shows that
for the same angle, θ, a smaller h/l is only slightly more beneficial. However, Figure 3.21
shows that for the same h/l, a larger angle, θ, is more beneficial. For the cells analyzed,
contact only occurred in the smaller contact gaps as shown in both figures by the filled in
shapes. The open shapes indicate that contact does not occur. The reason that contact does
not occur is that the cell did not deform enough due to the prescribed input for contact to
occur. If the input velocity were larger, contact would eventually occur assuming that the
stress limit is not reached beforehand. The results do show that the sooner contact occurs,
which is achieved through a smaller contact gap, the higher the objective function. Also, if
contact does not occur, the objective function is unchanged independent of the magnitude of
the contact gap.
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For the constrained contact mechanism width designs, the optimum cell wall
decreases with an increase in input velocity as shown in Figure 3.23. As the input velocity
increases, the optimal h/l also increases, as shown in Figure 3.24. Figure 3.25 indicates that
with increasing input velocity, the contact gap also increases. Figure 3.26 shows that the
maximum stress is always close to the stress limit. The optimal objective function values can
be seen in Figure 3.27. The optimal cell geometries as a function of input velocity can be
seen in Table 3.9. The diamond shaped cells shown for input velocities of 0.025, 0.0375,
0.0875 mm/s show almost no curvature in the walls. This is because h is so small and θ is so
large.
The optimization algorithm was also run for the unconstrained case. Figure 3.23
shows that the optimum θ changes with increasing input velocity. The optimum h/l increases
with increasing input velocity as shown in Figure 3.24. The optimum contact gap, γ,
decreases with increasing input velocity shown in Figure 3.25. Figure 3.26 shows that the
maximum stress remains close to the stress limit for most cells. Figure 3.27 shows that the
optimum E/(H*L) mirrors the maximum stress in the cell. The optimal cell geometries as a
function of input velocity can be seen in Table 3.10.
The comparison of the curved-walled three-variable results is also important. Figure
3.23 shows the comparison of θ between the results constrained by the manufacturing
process, indicated by the red squares, and those not constrained by the manufacturing
process, indicated by the blue diamonds. The overall trend is that with increasing input
velocity, the value of θ decreases. Figure 3.24 shows the comparison of h/l between the
results constrained by the manufacturing process and those not constrained by the
manufacturing process. The results for the unconstrained cells jump between the two bounds
set for the optimization problem and are spread out between bounds for the designs
constrained by the manufacturing. Figure 3.25 shows the comparison of γ. The optimum
contact gap is lower for the constrained contact mechanism width because of the amount of
material. The unconstrained contact mechanism width has much less material and therefore
a larger contact gap is needed. Figure 3.26 shows the comparison of the maximum stress for
the two optimization problems. For the larger input velocities, the maximum stress is lower
for the unconstrained cells. The constrained width designs have a maximum stress that is
much closer to the stress limit. The constrained contact mechanism width designs have a
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higher E/(H*L) compared to the unconstrained contact mechanism width designs for most
input velocities as shown in Figure 3.27. When compared to the two-variable results, the
addition of the contact gap allows the objective function to become more similar for the
three-variable results and at a few of the input velocities, the cells are very similar.
There is benefit found by employing γ as a variable. For some input velocities, the
addition of γ does nothing. For the curved-walled cells where wcm is constrained by the
manufacturing process, at input velocities of 0.025 mm/s, 0.0375mm/s, and 0.05 mm/s the
objective function is very similar. For other input velocities, such as 0.01 mm/s there is more
of a difference. For the three-variable design, the objective function is 0.07120 J/mm2;
whereas for the two-variable design, the objective function is 0.06332 J/mm2. Although the
difference is small, there is still an improvement seen through the addition of γ. Now looking
at the results that where the contact mechanism is not constrained by the manufacturing
process, the addition of the γ provides a benefit to almost all input velocities. For an input
velocity of 0.1125 mm/s the objective function is similar. For all other input velocities, the
addition of γ as a variable causes improvement. For example, at an input velocity of 0.025
mm/s, the three- variable design has an objective function with a value of 0.06823 J/mm2
and the two-variable design has objective function with a value of 0.00937 J/mm2. At the
other end, with an input velocity of 0.125 mm/s, the three- variable design has an objective
function with a value of 0.08721 J/mm2 and the two-variable design has objective function
with a value of 0.03151 J/mm2. The addition of γ as a variable can improve the objective
function.
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of θ for the Curved-walled Three-variable Optimization as Input Velocity
Increases
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of h/l for the Curved-walled Three-variable Optimization as Input Velocity
Increases
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of γ for the Curved-walled Three-variable Optimization as Input Velocity
Increases
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of the Maximum Stress for the Curved-walled Three-variable Optimization
as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of E/(H*L) for the Curved-walled Three-variable Optimization as Input
Velocity Increases

Table 3.9: Cell Geometry Changes from a Diamond Shape to a Curved Honeycomb Design
with Increasing Input Velocity for Curved-walled Three-variable Optimization Constrained
by the Manufacturing Process
Input
Input
Cell Shape
Cell Shape
Velocity
Velocity
--------- 4mm
--------- 4mm
(mm/s)
(mm/s)
0.025

0.0875

0.0375

0.1

0.05

0.1125

0.0625

0.125

0.075
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Table 3.10: Cell Geometry Changes from a Diamond Shape to a More of a Traditional
Honeycomb with Increasing Input Velocity for Curved-walled Three-variable Optimization
Unconstrained by the Manufacturing Process
Input
Input
Cell Shape
Cell Shape
Velocity
Velocity
--------- 4mm
--------- 4mm
(mm/s)
(mm/s)
0.025

0.0875

0.0375

0.1

0.05

0.1125

0.0625

0.125

0.075

3.3

Straight-walled Versus Curved-walled Results

The comparison of the straight-walled cells versus the curved-walled cells is
important because it determines which cell is the best to manufacture. For all figures in
Section 3.3, the results for the straight-walled cells are indicated by the red squares. The
results for the curved-walled cells are indicated by the blue diamonds. Each point on the plot
represents the optimal design for that particular input velocity.

3.3.1

Two-variable Constrained by the Manufacturing Process

There is no difference in the optimum cell angle for the straight- and curved-walled
cells as shown in Figure 3.28. For the curved-walled cells, the optimum h/l is always closer
to the lower limit whereas the straight-walled cells approach the upper limit as shown in
Figure 3.29. Figure 3.30 shows that the maximum stress in the cell is closer to the stress
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limit for the curved-walled cells. At the lower input velocities, the curved-walled cells have
a better objective function but, as the input velocity increases, the straight-wall cells have a
better objective function as shown in Figure 3.31. When looking at the input velocity of
0.125 mm/s, the both cells have the same value of θ but the values of h/l are very different.
Even though the h/l values are different, the objective function is similar. The straightwalled cell can absorb more energy, E, but the value for (H*L), is also higher. The increase
in both values results in a similar objective function. Both cells also have similar maximum
stress values. Because the objective function is E/(H*L), as E increases so does (H*L) thus,
the change in h/l does not have a large affect on the objective function.
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Figure 3.28: Comparison of θ for the Two-variable Optimization Constrained by the Manufacturing
Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of h/l for the Two-variable Optimization Constrained by the Manufacturing
Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of the Maximum Stress for the Two-variable Optimization Constrained by
the Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.31: Comparison of E/(H*L) for the Two-variable Optimization Constrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases

3.3.2

Two-variable Unconstrained by the Manufacturing Process

The comparison of the straight-walled cells versus the curved-walled cells is
important because it determines which cell would be the best to manufacture through the use
of a different manufacturing process. The optimum cell angle θ decreases for both the
straight- and curved-walled cells as shown in Figure 3.32. For the curved-walled cells, the
optimum h/l varies between the bounds whereas the straight-walled cells, the optimum h/l
increases with an increase in input velocity shown in Figure 3.33. Figure 3.34 shows that the
maximum stress in the cell increases with increasing input velocity for the straight-walled
cells and varies greatly for the curved-walled cells. For all input velocities, the straightwalled cells have a better objective function by approximately a minimum factor of ten
shown in Figure 3.35. This large discrepancy in the objective function is a result of a lower
E and a much higher (H*L). The values of (H*L) for the straight-walled cells are always
lower when compared to those for the curved-walled cells.
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Figure 3.32: Comparison of θ for the Two-variable Optimization Unconstrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.33: Comparison of h/l for the Two-variable Optimization Unconstrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.34: Comparison of the Maximum Stress for the Two-variable Optimization Unconstrained
by the Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.35: Comparison of E/(H*L) for the Two-variable Optimization Unconstrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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3.3.3

Three-variable Constrained by the Manufacturing Process

The comparison of the straight-walled cells versus the curved-walled cells is
important because it determines which cell is the best to manufacture. The optimum cell
angle decreases slightly for both the straight- and curved-walled cells as shown in Figure
3.36. For both cells, the optimum h/l increases with an increase in input velocity shown in
Figure 3.37. Figure 3.38 shows the optimum contact gap for each cell. For the smaller input
velocities and the curved-walled cells, the contact gap is at the lower limit as expected from
the results shown in Figures 3.34 and 3.35. As the input velocity increases, the contact gap
varies. Figure 3.39 shows that the maximum stress in the cell increases with increasing input
velocity for the straight-walled cells and remains close to the stress limit for the curvedwalled cells. As shown for the two-variable problem, at the lower input velocities, the
curved-walled cells have a better objective function but, as the input velocity increase, the
straight-wall cells have a better function as shown in Figure 3.40. For all cells, the curvedwalled cells have a higher E but as the input velocity increases, so does (H*L). There is a
larger increase in (H*L) for the curved-walled cells. The transition from the curved-walled
cells to the straight-walled cells being optimum occurs when the values of (H*L) diverge.
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Figure 3.36: Comparison of θ for the Three-variable Optimization Constrained by the Manufacturing
Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.37: Comparison of h/l for the Three-variable Optimization Constrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.38: Comparison of γ for the Three-variable Optimization Constrained by the Manufacturing
Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.39: Comparison of the Maximum Stress for the Three-variable Optimization Constrained by
the Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.40: Comparison of E/(H*L) for the Three-variable Optimization Constrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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3.3.4

Three-variable Unconstrained by the Manufacturing Process

If the cells were not constrained by the manufacturing process, the three-variable
cells are important to explore. The optimum cell angle decreases for the straight- and
curved-walled cells as shown in Figure 3.41. For both cells, the optimum h/l increases with
an increase in input velocity shown in Figure 3.42. However, the straight-walled cells
always have a h/l value closer to the lower limit whereas the curved-walled cell approach the
upper limit. Figure 3.43 shows the optimum contact gap for each cell. The contact gap varies
throughout the range for both the straight- and curved-walled cells. Figure 3.44 shows that
the maximum stress in the cell increases with increasing input velocity for the straightwalled cells and remains close to the stress limit for most of the curved-walled cells. The
stress increases with increasing input velocity for the straight walled cells. The straightwalled cells have a better objective function when compared to the curved-walled cells as
shown in Figure 3.45. This large discrepancy in the objective function is a result of a much
lower E and a slightly higher (H*L) for the curved-walled cells. The values of (H*L) for the
straight-walled cells are lower when compared to those for the curved-walled cells while the
values of E are much higher.
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Figure 3.41: Comparison of θ for the Three-variable Optimization Unconstrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.42: Comparison of h/l for the Three-variable Optimization Unconstrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.43: Comparison of γ for the Three-variable Optimization Unconstrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.44: Comparison of the Maximum Stress for the Three-variable Optimization Unconstrained
by the Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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Figure 3.45: Comparison of E/(H*L) for the Three-variable Optimization Unconstrained by the
Manufacturing Process as Input Velocity Increases
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3.4

Summary of Results

When comparing all of the results, there is indeed an optimum cell to use. When
looking at the cells that could be built by the LM-RIF process, the ideal cell changes with an
increase in the input velocity. Table 3.11 shows the ideal shape for each input velocity when
constrained by the manufacturing process. The green color indicates the three-variable
curved-walled cells. The blue color indicates the same cell from both the two- and threevariable curved-walled cell. The red color indicates a two-variable curved-walled design.
The purple color indicates two-variable straight-walled cells. The orange color indicates
three-variable straight-walled cells. For all input velocities, both straight- and curved-walled,
the cells look very similar. As shown in Figures 3.21 and 3.22, the curved-walled cells
perform better with a smaller h/l and a larger angle, θ. The optimum curved-walled cells
have an h/l value that approaches the lower bound and a θ that approaches the upper bound.
This combination results in a shorter cell and a smaller fillet as shown in Figure 3.20. The
results for the curved-walled cells look very similar to the straight-walled cells due to the
small fillet.
When not constrained by the manufacturing process, the cells change as shown in
Table 3.12. All optimum cells are straight-walled cells. The best cells with input velocities
of 0.025, 0.0375, 0.1375, and 0.15 mm/s are cells found through the three-variable
optimization. All other cells were found through the two-variable optimization.
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Table 3.11: Ideal Cell Shape for Various Input Velocities While Constrained by the
Manufacturing Process
Three-variable
Two- & ThreeTwo-variable
Two-variable Three-variable
curved-wall
variable curved-wall
curved-wall
straight-wall
straight-wall
Input
Input
Cell Shape
Cell Shape
Velocity
Velocity
--------- 4 mm
--------- 4 mm
(mm/s)
(mm/s)
0.025

0.1

0.0375

0.1125

0.05

0.125

0.0625

0.1375

0.075

0.15

0.0875

0.1625
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Table 3.12: Ideal Cell Shape for Various Input Velocities While Not Constrained by the
Manufacturing Process
Input
Input
Cell Shape
Cell Shape
Velocity
Velocity
--------- 4 mm
--------- 4 mm
(mm/s)
(mm/s)

3.5

0.025

0.1

0.0375

0.1125

0.05

0.125

0.0625

0.1375

0.075

0.15

0.0875

0.1625

Summary

This chapter has described the optimized results for the optimization algorithm
presented in Chapter 2. It first introduced the bounds selected for the cells. Two sets of
bounds were selected. The first set of bounds was selected based on the constraints imposed
by the manufacturing process. The second set of bounds was selected based on the ideal
contact mechanism width, wcm. The optimization algorithm was then run and the results
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were presented. A comparison was made between the cells where wcm was constrained by
the manufacturing process and where it was fixed at 30% of h. There was also a comparison
between the straight-walled cells and the curved-walled cells. The results presented in this
chapter will be used in Chapter 4 to fabricate and test cells.
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Chapter 4: Fabrication and Testing
After finding the optimized C3M designs, the designs must be fabricated and tested
in order to validate the predicted results. Two different manufacturing processes, LM-RIF as
discussed in Chapter 1 and laser micro-machining, were used to fabricate the parts. First, the
exact part dimensions were determined. Next, the mask layout is created and the parts are
manufactured. The parts were also fabricated using laser micromachining. The parts are then
tested and the results are presented.

4.1

Designs for Fabrication Using LM-RIF
Fabricating the C3M structures using the LM-RIF process reveals that there are

various constraints that need to be taken into account when designing the structures. Most of
these constraints were taken into account during the design of these C3M structures as seen
in Section 3.1. These constraints affect the minimum in-plane wall thickness, tmin, minimum
out-of-plane wall thickness, dmin, minimum contact gap, γmin and the maximum aspect ratio,
ARmax.
The first design constraint limits the minimum values for in-plane and out-of-plane
wall thickness, t and d. This constraint is dictated by two things, manufacturability of the
mold and parts, and particle size. First, the mold must be at least 100 microns thick because
it is very difficult to manufacture molds that are very thin using the LM-RIF process. It
would also be infeasible to manufacture specimens with an in-plane wall thickness that is
less than 100 microns because they would be very fragile and difficult to handle. Because of
this, a minimum in-plane and out-of-plane wall thickness of at least 100 microns will be
assumed as the smallest manufacturable thickness. Second, the maximum particle size of the
powder is also important to consider. In order for the design to be feasible, we have assumed
that there must be at least 10 particles of powder across any dimension in the part [32]. The
average particle size of the metallic powders are 10 microns [29]. This means that in order to
have at least 10 particles across the smallest allowable in-plane and out-of-plane wall
thicknesses are 100 microns for meso-scale 316L SS. During the optimization process, it
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was assumed that t will be 300 microns and d will be 400 microns which are both larger than
the minimum constraints.
The next design constraint involves the smallest feature resolution that can be
obtained in the mold, which is a function of the mold thickness, or out-of-plane thickness of
the part. As a guideline, it has been assumed that the smallest feature resolution is about
equal to 1/10 of the out-of-plane thickness [32]. In the design of C3M specimen, the smallest
feature size is generally the contact gap. The minimum contact gap is therefore set to 1/10 of
the out-of-plane thickness, d. The C3M specimens will be fabricated with an out-of-plane
thickness of 400 microns, therefore 40 microns will be assumed as the minimum contact
gap.
The final manufacturing constraint involves the aspect ratio of the C3M structures. Aspect
ratio, AR, has to do with the slenderness of the walls in the structure, and is a function of
both wall length and thickness. The percentage of successful parts, or part yield, decreases
with an increase in aspect ratio, as shown in [58]. Because of this, there is a limitation on the
maximum aspect ratio. The maximum aspect ratios that can be manufactured using the LMRIF process are assumed to be 40 for meso-scale 316L SS [29]. Equation 4.1 will be used to
calculate the aspect ratio of the cells [32].

There were three cells that were chosen to manufacture. The first cell was one of the
optimized contact-aided designs. Because there is not much of a difference between the
straight- and curved-walled optimized designs, two comparison cells were selected. The
cells were selected based on the fact that with an input velocity of 0.075 mm/s over a period
of two seconds, the curved-walled cell had a E/(H*L) value of 0.0030437 J/mm2 and the
straight-walled cell had a E/(H*L) value of 0.0028454 J/mm2. The reason the two cells were
chosen for a comparison is that the curved-walled cell had a higher E/(H*L) value when
compared to the straight-walled cells. As stated before, curved-walled cells are easier to
manufacture and have fewer stress concentrations. Table 4.1 shows that three cells
manufactured and their corresponding dimensions. All minimum requirements are met and
the aspect ratio is below the maximum.
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Table 4.1: Dimensions for each of the manufactured C3M designs
Optimized
Contact-aided

h
l
θ
γ
wcm
t
r
d
AR
4.2

2.6 mm
4 mm
80 deg
90 μm
2.42 mm
300 μm
--400 μm
13.333

Straight-walled
Comparison

Curved-walled
Comparison

4.4 mm
4 mm
60 deg
90 μm
2.42 mm
300 μm
--400 μm
14.667

4.4 mm
4 mm
60 deg
90 μm
2.42 mm
300 μm
3.689 mm
400 μm
14.667

Mask Design

Once the final designs were selected, single parts and their corresponding arrays
were designed. Because the basis for this work was to show that the addition of the contact
mechanism improves the performance of the cell, both contact-aided and non-contact cells
are fabricated. Figure 4.1 shows the optimized cells that were fabricated. Figure 4.2 shows
the straight-walled comparison cells that were fabricated. Figure 4.3 shows the curvedwalled comparison cells that were fabricated. For all cells, if there was a sharp corner, a
fillet of 50 microns was included to help reduce stress concentrations. The cellular arrays
were not selected to be any larger than a 2x2 because previous arrays larger than 2x2 were
usually not testable and take up valuable space on the mask. It was more beneficial to have
more single cells and smaller arrays because the part yield of larger arrays is typically poor
using the LM-RIF process.
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B.

A.

C.

D.

2 mm
Figure 4.1: The designs to be fabricated, a single contact-aided cell (A), a single non-contact cell (B),
a 2x2 contact-aided array (C), and a 2x2 non-contact array (D) using the LM-RIF process based on
the optimized results in Chapter 3.

A.

B.

C.

D.

2 mm
Figure 4.2: The designs to be fabricated, a single straight-walled contact-aided cell (A), a straightwalled single non-contact cell (B), a straight-walled 2x2 contact-aided array (C), and a straightwalled 2x2 non-contact array (D) using the LM-RIF process.
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C.
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2 mm
Figure 4.3: The designs to be fabricated, a single curved-walled contact-aided cell (A), a single
curved-walled non-contact cell (B), a 2x2 curved-walled contact-aided array (C), and a 2x2 curvedwalled non-contact array (D) using the LM-RIF process.

Due to constraints imposed by the size of the mask, the non-contact comparison cells
and arrays were not put on the mask. Once fabricated parts were made, the contact
mechanism for these cells and arrays can cut out to result in non-contact comparison cells
and arrays. This was not done to the optimized cells because of how compact the cell is.
Figure 4.4 shows the mask layout that was created by our collaborators Brian Babcox and
Dr. Jim Adair. The minimum gap between parts is assumed to be 400 microns. There are 30
optimized contact-aided cells, 16 optimized cells without a contact mechanism, and 7
optimized contact-aided cellular arrays. For the comparison cells, there are 16 straight75

walled contact-aided cells, 4 straight-walled contact aided arrays, 17 curved-walled contactaided cells, and three curved-walled contact-aided arrays. There are several parts on the
mask that are not shown above. These parts will be used by our collaborators for future
material testing purposes.

10 mm
Figure 4.4: Mask layout
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4.3

Fabrication using LM-RIF

Once the mask has been designed, it is sent out to be fabricated by Photo Sciences
Inc. This photolithographic mask is used to begin the LM-RIF process. Once the mask is
created, it is used to fabricate the molds, which are then use to fabricate the four designs. All
fabrication is completed by our collaborators Brian Babcox, Chris Leh, and Dr. Jim Adair.
To date, the curved C3M structures have only been fabricated using the meso-scale 316L
stainless steel material, however straight-walled C3M structures have been fabricated using a
composite meso-scale stainless steel and zirconia material [11]. Several key stages in
fabricating the meso-scale 316L SS C3M structures are shown in Figure 4.5 including a
picture of the fabricated mask, the empty SU-8 mold, the mold filled with slurry and the
finished parts. Figure 4.6 shows a close up view of the contact mechanism from the cell
found in Figure 4.5 (D). As anticipated, the fabrication process does not result in parts that
look exactly like the designed parts. These parts have flaws that are a result of the stresses
caused on the parts by the molds. The parts tend to be bent, warped, or have inconsistent
wall thicknesses. When the parts are bent and warped, the parts are not able to be tested. As
seen in Figure 4.6 there is leftover SU-8 mold material and possibly some 316L SS material
within the contact mechanism. Material in the contact mechanism will interfere with the
contact surfaces and therefore the part was not tested. Currently, this process is being
perfected. Because parts manufactured via the LM-RIF process were not testable, parts were
also laser micro-machined.
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Figure 4.5: Fabrication of C3M structures: the mask (A), the empty mold (B), the filled mold (C) and
a finished part (D)

----- 250 μm
Figure 4.6: Zoomed in view of the contact mechanism
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4.4

Fabrication via Laser Micro-machining

The parts were also fabricated using laser micro-machining by Benjamin Hall and
Dr. Ted Reutzel at Penn State Applied Research Lab. The laser that was used was a
Coherent Avia ultraviolet Q-switched laser with pulse energy of about 100 micro-Joules. Qswitched lasers have pulse durations in the nano-second range. They offer a processing
regime where the material is ablated. Two different methods were used to attempt to
fabricate the parts. The first method was the vector method. The vector method follows the
outline of the part and leaves all material intact except the outline. Due to the complexity of
the contact mechanism, it was not possible to remove the remaining material surrounding
the contact mechanism without bending the parts. The second method that was used was the
raster method. Although this technique is usually used for engraving purposes, this method
was chosen because it allows for complete removal of the material surrounding the contact
mechanism. The raster method is done by the laser moving back and forth over the material
like a printer and removes material where desired. This method takes much longer because it
travels over the whole part rather than just over the outline. Using the raster method, the
contact gap was able to be fabricated. Figure 4.7 shows two parts fabricated using the two
different methods. The top cell was fabricated using the raster method whereas the bottom
cell was fabricated using the vector method.

Figure 4.7: The same optimized cell fabricated using the raster method (top) and the vector method
(bottom).
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Due to limitation with the power of the laser, the parts were fabricated from 316
stainless steel shims with a thickness of 254 microns. Figure 4.8 shows one of each of the
single C3M cells fabricated using the raster method. Figure 4.9 shows the back side of the
part showing that the laser did cut all the way through the metal shim. Although the laser cut
through the metal shim, the gap on the back side of the cell is slightly less than the gap on
the top side. The material test report (MTR) for these shims can be found in Appendix C.
With a more powerful laser, the parts could be fabricated much faster and with larger
thicknesses.

Figure 4.8: The three C3M cells, optimized cell (top), straight-walled comparison cell (middle), and
curved-walled comparison cell (bottom), fabricated using the raster method.

---- 300 μm
Figure 4.9: The back side of the part showing that the laser did cut all the way through the metal
shim.
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4.5

Test Rig

A custom test rig was built by our collaborators Brian Babcox and Chris Leh. This
test rig was built to be used with an Instron machine for compression testing. A schematic of
the test rig can be seen in Figure 4.10. The test-rig was built in three parts and then
combined. This allows for versatility in future testing. The two components, indicated in
blue, are made of Teflon. The black component is a piece of sheet metal which is
interchangeable. For these tests, the sheet metal is 400 microns thick. Bolts are then threaded
through the components and tightened. The part is then inserted into the test rig and is
resting on the sheet metal. The test rig with a part inserted can be seen in Figure 4.11. A
glass slide is inserted to insure that the cells do not deflect out of plane.

---------- 10 mm
Figure 4.10: Schematic of test rig fabricated for use with the Instron for compression testing.
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------ 5 mm
Figure 4.11: Test rig fabricated for use with the Instron for compression testing with a part inserted.

4.6

Testing Procedure
For the testing of the fabricated C3M parts, an Instron series 5800 load frame was

used. The model used was the Instron 5866. The load cell that was chosen was a 1 kN load
cell, serial number 688. This load cell was chosen because it ensures the full load profile
will be captured and it has an easy attachment for the vertical compression plate. The part is
then inserted into the test rig and aligned so the compression plate will compress the part
vertically. The load rate and time duration can be selected and adjusted as needed. The load
rates were determined by ANSYS simulation runs with the new material model. The
simulation results indicated that contact would occur. A Dino-Lite AM311S video camera
was used to record the cell deforming under compression. The camera is used to see when
contact occurs while also allowing it to be seen if the cell deforms out of plane by a change
in the lighting. Figure 4.12 shows the full test set-up including the custom built test rig and
the video camera. The compression testing was completed with the assistance of Brian
Babcox.
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Figure 4.12: The complete test set-up including the test rig and the video camera.

4.7

Results

Due to issues with the LM-RIF process, the only parts that were tested were those
that were laser micro-machined. ANSYS simulations were re-run with the new part
thickness of 254 microns and the assumed material model show in Figure 4.13. This
material model was extracted from the MTR found in Appendix C. The assumed Young’s
Modulus is 193 GPa. Using the assumed Young’s Modulus, the strain value of 0.003535 for
the 0.2% yield strength was calculated. An additional point was inserted at 0.001 strain with
a value of 193 MPa. Force-deflection data is used as the metric for comparison because of
the ability to extract this data from the compression testing along with the simulation results.
It would have been extremely difficult to calculate the energy absorption of the single cells
due to their small sizes.
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Figure 4.13: Stress-strain curve extracted from the material testing report found in Appendix C used
for simulation to compare to test results.

The first test that was run was on the straight-walled comparison cell. Using the
Instron, the load rate was 75 microns/sec for 2 seconds. To compare with the simulation
results, two simulations were run. The reason that two different simulations were run was
due to the fact that the cells are only single cells and not part of the array. The first
simulation that was run was one utilizing the boundary conditions found in Section 2.2.3.
For the second simulation, the boundary conditions are shown in Figure 4.14. The nodes on
the entire bottom edge of the cell are permitted to displace only in the X-direction, i.e., there
is no Y-displacement and no rotation. The right side of the cell is subjected to an input
velocity, V, in the negative X-direction, and the left most node of the cell is fixed in the Xand Y-directions.
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Figure 4.14: Boundary Conditions Applied Using FEA for Second Simulation Run

For the testing using the Instron, there was a slight pre-load to ensure that the cell
experiences the full input over the time. The only way to ensure this is to slightly pre-load
the cell without causing visible deformation. The results are presented in in Figure 4.15 and
the pre-load of 0.140 N was removed from all force values to represent an initial zero load.
The blue diamonds indicate the results obtained through the compression testing. These
values were obtained through the compressive load measured by the load cell and the
displacement measured by the cross-head. The green triangles indicate the first simulation
where both the top and bottom walls on constrained as part of a cellular array. The red
squares indicate the second simulation run where the top wall was no longer constrained.
The vertical purple line indicates when contact occurs during the simulation runs. The
simulation results were obtained by extracting the reaction force in the X-direction from the
left hand side of the cell and the displacement in the X-direction from the right hand side of
the cell. It can be seen that the test results differ from the two simulation runs. As seen in
Figures 4.16 and 4.17, the simulation where the top wall is not constrained shows the same
deformation in the top wall when compared to the actual deformed cell. The ratio of the
height of the middle of the cell to the original cell height for the test results is 1.0864 where
the simulation results have a ratio of 1.0195. When the top wall is constrained, the contact
mechanism contains the highest stress. When the top wall is not constrained, the highest
stress can be seen in the top wall. The stress distribution plots can be seen in Appendix D.
The discrepancies between the simulations and the test results can be attributed to a few
testing errors. Although the test rig is made out of Teflon, there is still friction that results
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from the part sliding against either the Teflon or the glass slide. There is also friction
between the compression plate and the guide plates. This friction would cause higher forces
to be seen. The compression plate also slides against the Teflon and the glass slide. Any
friction seen be the compression plate would be transferred to the load cell even if the part
does not directly experience this added force. Also, as the part is being compressed, it is
possible that the plate compressing the part can shift slightly to either side causing a change
in the force-displacement graph. The material model that was used is also an approximate
model based on three data points. If a more accurate material model was known, the
simulation results should be much closer. The laser micro-machining also changes the micro
structure of the material. These changes are not accounted for in the material model.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of Instron Compression Testing and ANSYS Simulation Results for the
Straight-walled Comparison Cell

Figure 4.16: Deformed Cell After Compression
Testing
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Figure 4.17: Deformed Cell Via Simulation
where the Top Wall was not Constrained

`The next test that was run was that of the curved-wall comparison cell. For this cell,
the load rate was 60 microns/sec for 2 seconds. Again, two simulations were run with the
two different sets of boundary conditions. For the testing using the Instron, there was a slight
pre-load. The results are presented in in Figure 4.18 where the pre-load of 0.126 N was
removed and all values were adjusted accordingly. Again, the blue diamonds indicate the
results obtained through the compression testing. The green triangles indicate the first
simulation where both the top and bottom walls on constrained as part of a cellular array.
The red squares indicate the second simulation run where the top wall was no longer
constrained. The vertical purple line indicates when contact occurs during the simulation
runs. It can be seen that the test results differ from the two simulation runs. For these results,
comparison of the compression test results and the simulation results where the top and
bottom walls are constrained are similar. Again, sliding friction could have caused an
increase in the force felt by the load cell. As the part was being compressed, the part buckled
out-of-plane. This was caused by the fact that the gap between the Teflon and the glass slide
was 400 microns and the part was 254 microns. The stress distribution plots can be seen in
Appendix D.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of Instron Compression Testing and ANSYS Simulation Results for the
Curved-walled Comparison Cell
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The two tests that were run were on the optimized cell. For the first test, the load rate
was 30 microns/sec for 2 seconds. For the second test, the load rate was 50 microns/sec for 2
seconds because contact did not occur at the slower load rate. Again, two simulations were
run with the two different sets of boundary conditions. For the testing using the Instron,
there was a slight pre-load. The results for the first test are presented in in Figure 4.19 where
the pre-load of 0.141 N was removed and all values were adjusted accordingly. The results
for the second test are presented in in Figure 4.20 where the pre-load of 0.626 N was
removed and all values were adjusted accordingly. Again, the blue diamonds indicate the
results obtained through the compression testing. The green triangles indicate the first
simulation where both the top and bottom walls on constrained as part of a cellular array.
The red squares indicate the second simulation run where the top wall was no longer
constrained. The vertical purple line indicates when contact occurs during the simulation
runs. For the first test, the cell barely moved at all and contact did not visibly occur. The
simulations indicate that contact occurs with a force of about 5 N. The maximum force
extracted from the load cell was only 8.13 N. It is possible that the cell never experienced
the 5 N of force that the simulation predicted necessary of contact to occur due to the cell
buckling out of plane. For the second test, contact occurred on the back face of the part and
then the part buckled out of plane. The stress distribution plots for the various simulation
runs can be seen in Appendix D.
The highest load rate and time that was used for compression testing is 75
microns/sec for 2 seconds. With a larger array of cells, higher load rates could be used
which would result in rates closer to that of a real impact. For the single cells, the load rates
are closer to those used for quasi-static crushing.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of Instron Compression Testing and ANSYS Simulation Results for the
Optimized Cell for an Input Velocity of 30 microns/sec for 2 seconds
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of Instron Compression Testing and ANSYS Simulation Results for the
Optimized Cell for an Input Velocity of 50 microns/sec for 2 seconds
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4.8

Summary

This chapter has described the fabrication of the cells via two methods. It was found
that there were geometric variations in the parts fabricated via LM-RIF, which could be seen
in the form of warping, cracks, and inconsistent wall thicknesses which resulted in parts that
were not testable. Due to the time required to raster the parts, only four cells were fabricated
via laser micro-machining. The test rig and testing procedure were first introduced. Finally,
the experimental results from mechanical testing of the three different C3M structures were
presented.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Future Work
This thesis has presented C3M specimens with straight and curved walls to be used
as energy absorbing structures. The goal of this work was to develop a cellular structure
with a contact mechanism that can absorb more energy compared to the same sized cell
without a contact mechanism. The preceding chapters of this thesis have presented a review
of the related existing work, and the design and analysis, fabrication and mechanical testing
of the C3M structures. This chapter will summarize the thesis, discuss the major conclusions
drawn from the work, and present the contributions made and possible future work.

5.1

Summary and Conclusions

First, different cellular structures were presented followed by an overview of
compliant mechanisms. The manufacturing process, LM-RIF, was reviewed. Work
pertaining to the crushing of honeycomb structures for the purpose of energy absorption was
also reviewed.
Next, the modeling of the C3M structure and the formulation of the optimization
problem were presented. The straight-walled unit cells were presented and then the process
by which the curved-walled cell was created. The geometry of the unit cells were then used
to create a finite element model used for analysis. The designs were then used to implement
an optimization procedure in order to determine the best possible C3M structure. The
objective function, E/(H*L), was shown, along with the variables to be optimized. The
optimization algorithm was presented. The optimization algorithm was used to run two
different optimization problems; one with two variables, h/l and θ, and one with three
variables, h/l, θ, and γ.
The bounds for the optimization problem were then selected and explained. A
comparison of the cells was presented comparing the cells where the contact mechanism
width was constrained by the manufacturing process and where it was held constant at 30%
of h. Both straight- and curved-walled cells were presented using both the two- and threevariable optimization procedure. It was shown that for the curved-walled cells, a smaller h/l
and a larger angle, θ, is more beneficial. For the lower input velocities, the curved-walled
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cells are more beneficial. When looking at these optimized curved-walled cells, they
appeared very similar to the straight-walled cells because of the large angle, θ. For the
higher input velocities, the straight-walled cells are more beneficial.
After determining the best possible C3M designs, the cells were then fabricated. It
was found that there were geometric variations in the parts fabricated via LM-RIF, which
could be seen in the form of warping, cracks, and inconsistent wall thicknesses which
resulted in parts that were not testable. Due to the time required to raster the parts, only four
cells were fabricated via laser micro-machining. Finally, the experimental results from
mechanical testing of the C3M structures were presented. The test rig and testing procedure
were first introduced. Three different types of C3M structures were tested. The experimental
data was found and there were differences in the measured data and predictions. The
discrepancies come from friction during compression testing which resulted in higher
measured forces. Although contact occurred in all simulations, it did not occur in all test
runs. Out of plane bending was also an issue that arose during testing. The material model
used also only has a few data points. If a more extensive material model was known, the
simulation result may be much closer.

5.2

Contributions

This work has contributed to the design of cellular materials for use in energy
absorption. A novel cellular structure, which has not yet been considered in the literature,
was developed that incorporated a contact mechanism to achieve higher energy absorption.
Previously in the literature, contact-aided compliant cellular mechanisms and cellular
mechanisms for energy absorption have each been presented, however combining these two
concepts is a novel approach. Incorporating a contact mechanism into the cell resulted in
greater energy absorption in the cell when contact takes place, allowing the cell to absorb
more energy than it could without contact. Therefore, the inclusion of both of these concepts
into the final design resulted in a novel and improved cellular structure that has provided a
substantial improvement in these cases in terms of more energy absorption. Previous work
completed in our group also only considered quasi-static loading. A methodology was
developed to maximize the energy absorption of the cell. This methodology was
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implemented in the form of a computer code that links Matlab and ANSYS to optimize the
cell for the maximum energy absorption. The developed computer code was embedded
within an optimization routine to find the best C3M structures. As future compression testing
is completed on parts either fabricated using the LM-RIF process or laser micro-machining,
the material model within the FEA simulation can be updated as more information is known
and the simulations re-run. The test set-up built by our collaborators can be used for the
compression testing of a variety of parts including the future C3M structures and theta
specimens. Refinishing the Teflon face of the test rig and lubricating contact between the
compression plate and the guide rails can reduce friction in the test set-up.

5.3

Recommendations for Future Work

There are many ways that this work can be continued or further developed in the
future. It would be beneficial to further analyze the C3M structures for energy absorbing
structures. In this study, only one contact mechanism design was considered for the cellular
structure, therefore it may be beneficial to broaden the study by including other contact
mechanism structures. Additionally, it may be beneficial to try different contact mechanism
locations and geometries. One example can be seen in Figure 5.1. It could be interesting to
try to create a contact mechanism with multiple contact points or a rolling contact
mechanism. On example of a cell with multiple contact points can be seen in Figure 5.2. The
designs in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 were initially proposed as a design for stress relief. These
cells could potentially be used to absorb energy. Additionally, it could be useful to look into
different contact mechanism locations, instead of the simple single vertical contact
mechanism, which is perpendicular to the direction of crushing, used in this thesis. It may be
possible to achieve more energy absorption if a different configuration were used. Finally,
determining the flexural stiffness of the cells could be useful, in order to determine how
effective this structure will perform as a sandwich structure. This study could provide a
better idea of what a desirable out-of-plane thickness of the cellular structure would be, due
to the fact that a thicker specimen would have a higher stiffness.
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Figure 5.1: Potential design for a honeycomb
structure with a different contact location and
design [11]

Figure 5.2: Potential design for a honeycomb
structure with multiple contact points [11]

The final application of the C3M structure dramatically determines the input
parameters for the optimization problem. Once the design parameters are known, the inputs
to the algorithm can be altered. The algorithm that was developed can be used for larger
input velocities over the same time or over a smaller time. The material model can also be
changed along with the bounds for the variables that define the cells. The addition of friction
should also be added to the model to account for any sliding within the contact mechanism.
The use of friction would cause of more energy to be dissipated.
In this thesis, the C3M structures were only fabricated from 254 micron thick
stainless steel shims using laser micro-machining. Laser micro-machining allows for parts to
be fabricated that are much smaller than those fabricated via the LM-RIF process. This
allows for cells with smaller features as seen in Figure 5.3. The bottom cell is one that was
tested in Chapter 4. The other cell and the array are much smaller and all features
surrounding the contact mechanism are still intact. The limit on the contact mechanism
width does not need to be enforced if laser micro-machining is the only method of
fabrication. Laser micro-machining also allows for other configurations to be fabricated.
Laser micro-machining has different constraints in terms of the feature sizes and contact
gap. These constraints could be added to allow for more complex geometries with smaller
feature sizes to be fabricated. Figure 5.4 shows four cells that were cut out of aluminum foil,
approximately 25 microns thick, then bent up to a 90° angle. With a more powerful laser,
these three-dimensional structures could be cut out of a stainless steel shim and then used to
create a sandwich structure. These sandwich structures can then be tested.
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Figure 5.3: A cellular array, a single cell and a full scale single cell all fabricated via the raster
method.

----- 2 mm
Figure 5.4: Four cells cut out of aluminum foil then bent up to a 90° angle.

Finally, it would be advantageous to investigate other potential uses for these energy
absorbing C3M structures. Although the original design was intended as a component for a
crushing, cellular structures find many uses and could be beneficial in many other areas as
well. Because the stainless steel and zirconia materials are biocompatible, it may be useful
to investigate biomedical applications for these structures. One potential biomedical
application could involve taking an array of these structures, and using the contact to
determine the stiffness of the material it is pressed against. Other potential uses for these
C3M structures could include applications involving energy harvesting.
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Appendix A: Node Location Results
This appendix presents the stress distribution images for different node locations in
Chapter 2. Each image shows the plots for each node location from ANSYS. The plots
correspond to the node locations found in Figure 2.7 and reproduced here as Figure A.1. The
maximum stress was always located at the first node which is indicated by the square, found
in Figure A.4. The stress at this node was used to define σ in the optimization problem.

Figure A.1: Location of Beam Element Nodes Used Reproduced from Figure 2.7

Figure A.2: Stress Distribution for Node Indicated by
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Figure A.3: Stress Distribution for Node Indicated by

Figure A.4: Stress Distribution for Node Indicated by
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Appendix B: Computer Codes
The codes below were used to run the optimization algorithms.
Two-Variable Optimization Algorithm
Used for each starting point for a two-variable optimization problem indicating the
value for h/l, and θ.
global fid
delete('0.4, -80inpt.txt');
fid = fopen('0.4, -80inpt.txt','w');
[fval] = calcinpt( 0.4, -80*pi/180)
fclose(fid)

function [fval] = calcinpt(x1, x2)
format long
x0 = [x1; x2];
lb = [0.65; -80*pi/180];
ub = [1.5; 0];
global i
i=1;
options = optimset('Algorithm','interior-point','Hessian','bfgs', 'TolCon', 1e-2,
'TolFun', 1e-2, 'TolX', 1e-2,'AlwaysHonorConstraints', 'bounds');
[x,fval,exitflag]=fmincon(@coninptobjfunc,x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,[],options)
function [f] = coninptobjfuncpbs (x)
global i
% User Defined Variables
d=.4;
stresslimit = 832000000;
allstrain = .006;
E=200e9;
Poisson=0.3;
toverperim=0.015;
format long
% 1 = straight wall contact
% 2 = straight wall non-contact
% 3 = curved wall contact
% 4 = curved wall non-contact
celltype = 1
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%open text file (do at very start of script)
hoverl=x(2)
theta=x(1); %positive for auxetic based, negative for honeycomb based
contactgap=.09;
input = -0.15;
inputtime = 2;
l=4;
h=hoverl*l;
Len=2*h-2*l*sin(theta);
Hei=2*l*cos(theta);
HL = Len*Hei;
perim=Len+Hei;
FP = Len*Hei;
t=0.3;
tcon=t;
ttop=t;
d=0.254;
allstrain=0.00335;
E=193e9;
Poisson=0.3;
i = 1;
CM=2.42/h
r = tan((3.14/2-theta)/2)*(1-CM)*(h/2)

inputvect = [1;input];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/inputvect.txt inputvect -ascii
CMvect=[1;CM];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/CMvect.txt CMvect -ascii
contactgapvect=[1;contactgap];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/contactgapvect.txt contactgapvect -ascii

if celltype == 1 %straight wall contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:10)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars –ascii
!ansys130 < /gpfs/home/jeh5096/swcontact.txt > gpfs/home/jeh5096/ /results.txt
!rm file.*
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elseif celltype == 2 %straight wall non-contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:10)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars –ascii
!ansys130 < /gpfs/home/jeh5096/swnoncontact.txt > gpfs/home/jeh5096/ /results.txt
!rm file.*

elseif celltype == 3 %curved wall contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:11)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; r; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars –ascii
!ansys130 < /gpfs/home/jeh5096/cwcontact.txt > gpfs/home/jeh5096/ /results.txt
!rm file.*

elseif celltype == 4 %curved wall non-contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:11)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; r; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars –ascii
!ansys130 < /gpfs/home/jeh5096/cwnoncontact.txt > gpfs/home/jeh5096/ /results.txt
!rm file.*

else
fprintf('Not Valid Cell Type')
end
strain_new = load('/gpfs/home/jeh5096/work/cw1/tot_strain_max.txt')
stressmax = load('/gpfs/home/jeh5096/work/cw1/stress_max.txt')
sumenergy = load('/gpfs/home/jeh5096/work/cw1/sumenergy.txt');
vertdisp = load('/gpfs/home/jeh5096/work/cw1/max_vert_disp.txt');
if ((stressmax>stresslimit) ||(stressmax == 0))
stressmax = -1000;
sumenergy = -10000;
end
EHL = sumenergy/(HL)
%output all to a text file for post processing
outputThis = [x(1), x(2), EHL, sumenergy, HL, stressmax, vertdisp];
%output new line of data
fprintf(fid,'%f, \t', outputThis);
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%leave a space after last family:
space = [0];
fprintf(fid,'%f, \n',space);

f=-EHL;
Three-variable Optimization Algorithm
Used for each starting point for a three-variable optimization problem indicating the
value for h/l, θ, and γ.
global fid
delete('0.4, -80inpt, 0.08.txt');
fid = fopen('0.4, -80inpt, 0.08.txt','w');
[fval] = calcinpt( 0.4, -80*pi/180, 0.08)
fclose(fid)

function [fval] = calcinpt(x1, x2,x3)
format long
x0 = [x1; x2;x3];
lb = [0.65; -80*pi/180;0.08];
ub = [1.5; 0;0.25];
global i
i=1;
options = optimset('Algorithm','interior-point','Hessian','bfgs', 'TolCon', 1e-2,
'TolFun', 1e-2, 'TolX', 1e-2,'AlwaysHonorConstraints', 'bounds');
[x,fval,exitflag]=fmincon(@coninptobjfunc,x0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,[],options)
function [f] = coninptobjfuncpbs (x)
global i
% User Defined Variables
d=.4;
stresslimit = 832000000;
allstrain = .006;
E=200e9;
Poisson=0.3;
toverperim=0.015;
format long
% 1 = straight wall contact
% 2 = straight wall non-contact
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% 3 = curved wall contact
% 4 = curved wall non-contact
celltype = 1
%open text file (do at very start of script)
hoverl=x(2)
theta=x(1); %positive for auxetic based, negative for honeycomb based
contactgap=x(3);
input = -0.15;
inputtime = 2;
l=4;
h=hoverl*l;
Len=2*h-2*l*sin(theta);
Hei=2*l*cos(theta);
HL = Len*Hei;
perim=Len+Hei;
FP = Len*Hei;
t=0.3;
tcon=t;
ttop=t;
d=0.254;
allstrain=0.00335;
E=193e9;
Poisson=0.3;
i = 1;
CM=2.42/h
r = tan((3.14/2-theta)/2)*(1-CM)*(h/2)
inputvect = [1;input];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/inputvect.txt inputvect -ascii
CMvect=[1;CM];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/CMvect.txt CMvect -ascii
contactgapvect=[1;contactgap];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/contactgapvect.txt contactgapvect -ascii
if celltype == 1 %straight wall contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:10)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars –ascii
!ansys130 < /gpfs/home/jeh5096/swcontact.txt > gpfs/home/jeh5096/ /results.txt
!rm file.*
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elseif celltype == 2 %straight wall non-contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:10)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars –ascii
!ansys130 < /gpfs/home/jeh5096/swnoncontact.txt > gpfs/home/jeh5096/ /results.txt
!rm file.*

elseif celltype == 3 %curved wall contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:11)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; r; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars –ascii
!ansys130 < /gpfs/home/jeh5096/cwcontact.txt > gpfs/home/jeh5096/ /results.txt
!rm file.*

elseif celltype == 4 %curved wall non-contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:11)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; r; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars –ascii
!ansys130 < /gpfs/home/jeh5096/cwnoncontact.txt > gpfs/home/jeh5096/ /results.txt
!rm file.*

else
fprintf('Not Valid Cell Type')
end
strain_new = load('/gpfs/home/jeh5096/work/cw1/tot_strain_max.txt')
stressmax = load('/gpfs/home/jeh5096/work/cw1/stress_max.txt')
sumenergy = load('/gpfs/home/jeh5096/work/cw1/sumenergy.txt');
vertdisp = load('/gpfs/home/jeh5096/work/cw1/max_vert_disp.txt');
if ((stressmax>stresslimit) ||(stressmax == 0))
stressmax = -1000;
sumenergy = -10000;
end
EHL = sumenergy/(HL)
%output all to a text file for post processing
outputThis = [x(1), x(2), x(3),EHL, sumenergy, HL, stressmax, vertdisp];
%output new line of data
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fprintf(fid,'%f, \t', outputThis);
%leave a space after last family:
space = [0];
fprintf(fid,'%f, \n',space);

f=-EHL;

The MATLAB code below is used to store the variable used to run the ANSYS
simulations manually.
% 1 = straight wall contact
% 2 = straight wall non-contact
% 3 = curved wall contact
% 4 = curved wall non-contact
celltype = 1
%open text file (do at very start of script)
delete('data.txt');
fid = fopen('data.txt','a');
hoverl=.65
theta=-80*pi()/180; %positive for auxetic based, negative for honeycomb based
contactgap=.09;
input = -0.15;
inputtime = 2;
l=4;
h=hoverl*l;
Len=2*h-2*l*sin(theta);
Hei=2*l*cos(theta);
HL = Len*Hei;
perim=Len+Hei;
FP = Len*Hei;
t=0.3;
tcon=t;
ttop=t;
d=0.254;
allstrain=0.00335;
E=193e9;
Poisson=0.3;
i = 1;
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CM=2.42/h
r = tan((3.14/2-theta)/2)*(1-CM)*(h/2)

if celltype == 1 %straight wall contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:10)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars -ascii
elseif celltype == 2 %straight wall non-contact
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:10)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars -ascii
elseif celltype == 3 %curved wall contact
%calc_filletsize;
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:11)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; r; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars -ascii
elseif celltype == 4 %curved wall non-contact
%calc_filletsize;
% Export variables to text file
vars=[(1:1:11)',[l; h; t; tcon; ttop; d; theta; r; allstrain; E; Poisson, inputtime]];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars.txt vars -ascii
else
fprintf('Not Valid Cell Type')
end
inputvect = [1;input];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/inputvect.txt inputvect -ascii
CMvect=[1;CM];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/CMvect.txt CMvect -ascii
contactgapvect=[1;contactgap];
save /gpfs/home/jeh5096/contactgapvect.txt contactgapvect -ascii

The code below is read into ANSYS to build the geometry and run the simulations.
Because there is a difference in the way in which the cells are built, there are two different
ANSYS files, one for straight-walled cells and one for curved-walled cells, were used. After
the geometry is built, the remaining code is identical. Below are both codes. The code in
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bold is used to build the straight-walled geometry. The code in italics is used to build the
curved-walled geometry. The code that is neither bolded or italicized is used after the code
used to build the geometry. The code that is underlined creates the contact surfaces. If a noncontact cell is desired, this section of code can be removed.
finish
/clear,nostart
y
/CWD,/gpfs/home/jeh5096
/FILNAME,swcontact,0
/CONFIG,NRES,100000
/PLOPTS,DATE,0
/triad,off
/PREP7

*DIM,vars,table,11,1,1
vars(0,1)=1
*TREAD,vars,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars,txt
l=vars(1,1)
h=vars(2,1)
t=vars(3,1)
tcon=vars(4,1)
ttop=vars(5,1)
w=vars(6,1)
theta=vars(7,1)
allstrain=vars(8,1)
E=vars(9,1)
Poisson=vars(10,1)
inputtime=vars(11,1)
*DIM,inputvect,table,1,1,1
inputvect(0,1)=1
*TREAD,inputvect,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/inputvect,txt
input=inputvect(1,1)
*DIM,contactgapvect,table,1,1,1
contactgapvect(0,1)=1
*TREAD,contactgapvect,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/contactgapvect,txt
contactgap=contactgapvect(1,1)
*DIM,CMvect,table,1,1,1
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CMvect(0,1)=1
*TREAD,CMvect,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/CMvect,txt
CM=CMvect(1,1)
CMmult=CM/2
conh=2*l*cos(theta)
relconw=h
Len=2*h-2*l*sin(theta)
ET,1,BEAM23
KEYOPT,1,6,0
r,1,t*w,w*t**3/12,t
r,2,tcon*w,w*tcon**3/12,tcon
r,3,ttop*w,w*ttop**3/12,ttop
MP,EX,1,E
MP,PRXY,1,Poisson
MP,DENS,1,7990
TB,KINH,1,1,3,
TBPT,,.001,193e6
TBPT,,.003535,307.5063e6
TBPT,,.0510425,661.8969e6
k,1,0,0,0
k,2,h,0,0
k,3,h-l*sin(theta),l*cos(theta),0
k,4,h,2*l*cos(theta),0
k,5,0,l*2*cos(theta),0
k,6,l*sin(theta),l*cos(theta),0
k,7,l*sin(theta)-h/10,l*cos(theta),0
k,8,h+(h/10-l*sin(theta)),l*cos(theta),0
k,9,relconw/2,conh,0
k,10,relconw/2,conh/10+contactgap,0
k,11,relconw/2,conh/10,0
k,12,relconw/2-h*CMmult,conh/10,0
k,13,relconw/2+h*CMmult,conh/10,0
k,14,relconw/2+h*CMmult,0,0
k,15,relconw/2-h*CMmult,0,0
k,16,relconw/2+h*CMmult,conh/10+contactgap,0
k,17,relconw/2-h*CMmult,conh/10+contactgap,0
k,18,relconw/2,conh/10+contactgap,0
l,1,15
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l,15,14
l,14,2
l,2,3
l,3,4
l,4,9
l,9,5
l,5,6
l,6,1
l,3,8
l,6,7
l,9,10
l,11,10
l,12,11
l,11,13
l,14,16
l,17,15
l,16,18
l,18,17

finish
/clear,nostart
y
/CWD,/gpfs/home/jeh5096
/FILNAME,cwcontactjen,0
/CONFIG,NRES,50000
/PLOPTS,DATE,0
/triad,off
/PREP7
*DIM,vars,table,12,1,1
vars(0,1)=1
*TREAD,vars,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/vars,txt
l=vars(1,1)
h=vars(2,1)
t=vars(3,1)
tcon=vars(4,1)
ttop=vars(5,1)
d=vars(6,1)
theta=vars(7,1)
fillet=vars(8,1)
allstrain=vars(9,1)
E=vars(10,1)
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Poisson=vars(11,1)
inputtime=vars(12,1)
*DIM,inputvect,table,1,1,1
inputvect(0,1)=1
*TREAD,inputvect,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/inputvect,txt
input=inputvect(1,1)
*DIM,contactgapvect,table,1,1,1
contactgapvect(0,1)=1
*TREAD,contactgapvect,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/contactgapvect,txt
contactgap=contactgapvect(1,1)
*DIM,cmvect,table,1,1,1
cmvect(0,1)=1
*TREAD,cmvect,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/CMvect,txt
CM=cmvect(1,1)
CMmult=CM/2
conh=2*l*cos(theta)
relconw=h
Len=2*h-2*l*sin(theta)
ET,1,BEAM23
KEYOPT,1,6,0
r,1,t*w,w*t**3/12,t
r,2,tcon*w,w*tcon**3/12,tcon
r,3,ttop*w,w*ttop**3/12,ttop
MP,EX,1,E
MP,PRXY,1,Poisson
MP,DENS,1,7990

TB,KINH,1,1,3,
TBPT,,.001,193e6
TBPT,,.003535,307.5063e6
TBPT,,.0510425,661.8969e6
k,1,0,0,0
k,2,h,0,0
k,3,h-l*sin(theta),l*cos(theta),0
k,4,h,2*l*cos(theta),0
k,5,0,l*2*cos(theta),0
k,6,l*sin(theta),l*cos(theta),0
k,7,l*sin(theta)-h/2,l*cos(theta),0
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k,8,h+(h/2-l*sin(theta)),l*cos(theta),0
k,9,relconw/2,conh,0
k,10,relconw/2,conh/10+contactgap,0
k,11,relconw/2,conh/10,0
k,12,relconw/2-h*CMmult,conh/10,0
k,13,relconw/2+h*CMmult,conh/10,0
k,14,relconw/2+h*CMmult,0,0
k,15,relconw/2-h*CMmult,0,0
k,16,relconw/2+h*CMmult,conh/10+contactgap,0
k,17,relconw/2-h*CMmult,conh/10+contactgap,0
k,18,relconw/2,conh/10+contactgap,0
l,1,15
l,15,14
l,14,2
l,2,3
l,3,4
l,4,9
l,9,5
l,5,6
l,6,1
l,3,8
l,6,7
l,9,10
l,11,10
l,12,11
l,11,13
l,14,16
l,17,15
l,16,18
l,18,17
lfillt,1,9,fillet
lfillt,3,4,fillet
lfillt,7,8,fillet
lfillt,5,6,fillet
lfillt,4,10,fillet
lfillt,11,9,fillet
l,3,8
l,6,7
lfillt,8,27,fillet
lfillt,5,26,fillet

TYPE, 1
MAT,
1
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REAL,
1
ESYS,
0
SECNUM,
ESIZE,0.1,0,
FLST,2,12,4,ORDE,8
FITEM,2,3
FITEM,2,4
FITEM,2,7
FITEM,2,8
FITEM,2,11
FITEM,2,-16
FITEM,2,19
FITEM,2,20
LMESH,P51X
TYPE, 1
MAT,
1
REAL,
2
ESYS,
0
SECNUM,
ESIZE,0.1,0,
FLST,2,11,4,ORDE,4
FITEM,2,17
FITEM,2,18
FITEM,2,21
FITEM,2,-29
LMESH,P51X
TYPE, 1
MAT,
1
REAL,
3
ESYS,
0
SECNUM,
ESIZE,0.1,0,
FLST,2,6,4,ORDE,6
FITEM,2,1
FITEM,2,2
FITEM,2,5
FITEM,2,6
FITEM,2,9
FITEM,2,10
LMESH,P51X

/COM, CONTACT PAIR CREATION - START
ET,2,169
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ET,3,172
KEYOPT,3,5,0
KEYOPT,3,9,1
KEYOPT,3,10,2
KEYOPT,3,11,0
KEYOPT,3,12,1
R,99
REAL,99
R,99,,,,0.001
MP,MU,1,1
! Generate the target surface
LSEL,S,,,18
LSEL,A,,,19
TYPE,2
NSLL,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF
! Generate the contact surface
LSEL,S,,,14
LSEL,A,,,15
TYPE,3
NSLL,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF
TYPE,1
REAL,1
ALLSEL,ALL
!Contact Done

!LSEL,S,line, ,
!NSLL,S,1
!CP,1,UY,ALL
!ALLSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,line, ,
NSLL,S,1
CP,2,UY,ALL
ALLSEL,ALL

6,7

1,3

FLST,2,1,4,ORDE,1
FITEM,2,2
!*
/GO
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DL,P51X, ,UY,0
FLST,2,1,3,ORDE,1
FITEM,2,7
!*
/GO
DK,P51X, ,0, ,0,UX,
FLST,2,1,3,ORDE,1
FITEM,2,8
!*
/GO
DK,P51X, ,input, ,0,UX, , , , , ,
ALLSEL,ALL
/SOL
ANTYPE,4
NLGEOM,1
DELTIM,0.05,,
OUTRES,ALL,ALL
kbc,0
TIME,inputtime
nropt,unsym
FINISH
allsel,all
/SOL
/REPLOT,RESIZE
/STATUS,SOLU
SOLVE
/POST1
/DSCALE,ALL,1.0
/post1
ETABLE,senergy,SENE,
ETABLE,kenergy,KENE,
etable,axstress,ls,1
!etable,estress,nlin,1
!etable,equplastrain,nlin,4 !equ
etable,axplastrain,leppl,1 !axial
etable,axelastrain,lepel,1
etable,ydisp,U,Y
etable,xdisp,U,X
etable,volu,volu
SADD,totstrain,AXPLASTR,AXELASTR,1,1,0,
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esort,etab,axstress,0,0
*get,stress_max,sort,0,max
*cfopen,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/stress_max,txt
*vwrite,stress_max
(1x, e16.8)
esort,etab,axplastrain,0,0
*get,ax_strain_max,sort,0,max
*cfopen,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/ax_strain_max,txt
*vwrite,ax_strain_max
(1x, e16.8)
esort,etab,axelastrain,0,0
*get,elas_strain_max,sort,0,max
*cfopen,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/elas_strain_max,txt
*vwrite,elas_strain_max
(1x, e16.8)
esort,etab,totstrain,0,0
*get,tot_strain_max,sort,0,max
*cfopen,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/tot_strain_max,txt
*vwrite,tot_strain_max
(1x, e16.8)
esort,etab,kenergy,0,0
*get,kenergy_max,sort,0,max
*cfopen,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/kenergy_max,txt
*vwrite,kenergy_max
(1x, e16.8)
esort,etab,senergy,0,0
*get,senergy_max,sort,0,max
*cfopen,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/senergy_max,txt
*vwrite,senergy_max
(1x, e16.8)
SSUM
*get,sumenergy,ssum,,item,senergy
*cfopen,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/sumenergy,txt
*vwrite,sumenergy
(1x, e16.8)
SSUM
*get,sumvolu,ssum,,item,volu
*cfopen,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/sumvolu,txt
*vwrite,sumvolu
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(1x, e16.8)
LSEL,S,LINE,,14,15
esll,s
etable,ydisp,U,Y
esort,etab,ydisp,0,1
*get,max_vert_disp,sort,0,max
*cfopen,/gpfs/home/jeh5096/max_vert_disp,txt
*vwrite,max_vert_disp
(1x, e16.8)
allsel,all
*cfclos
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Appendix C: Metal Shims Material Testing Report
This appendix presents the material test report that states the specifications for the
stainless steel plates that were used to fabricate the parts with the laser. The information
found on this material testing report was used to create the stress-strain curve found in
Section 4.7.
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Appendix D: Stress Distribution Plots for Testing Simulations
This appendix presents the stress distribution images for the various simulation
results presented in Chapter 4.

Figure D.1: Stress Distribution for the Straight-wall Comparison Cell Deformed Using an Input
Velocity of 75 microns/sec for 2 seconds where the Top and Bottom Walls are Constrained to
Represent a Unit Cell
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Figure D.2: Stress Distribution for the Straight-wall Comparison Cell Deformed Using an Input
Velocity of 75 microns/sec for 2 seconds where the Top Wall is not constrained
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Figure D.3: Stress Distribution for the Curved-wall Comparison Cell Deformed Using an Input
Velocity of 60 microns/sec for 2 seconds where the Top and Bottom Walls are constrained to
Represent a Unit Cell

Figure D.4: Stress Distribution for the Curved-wall Comparison Cell Deformed Using an Input
Velocity of 60 microns/sec for 2 seconds where the Top Wall is not constrained
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Figure D.5: Stress Distribution for the Optimized Cell Deformed Using an Input Velocity of 30
microns/sec for 2 seconds where the Top and Bottom Walls are constrained to Represent a Unit Cell

Figure D.6: Stress Distribution for Optimized Cell Deformed Using an Input Velocity of 30
microns/sec for 2 seconds where the Top Wall is not constrained
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Figure D.7: Stress Distribution for the Optimized Cell Deformed Using an Input Velocity of 50
microns/sec for 2 seconds where the Top and Bottom Walls are constrained to Represent a Unit Cell

Figure D.8: Stress Distribution for Optimized Cell Deformed Using an Input Velocity of 50
microns/sec for 2 seconds where the Top Wall is not constrained
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